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The present study aims at a contrastive study of the syllable structures and 
word stress patterns in English and Urdu, which would reveal the nature, and 
extent of deviations between the two languages. It has been noticed that Urdu 
speakers face difficulties in learning the syllable structures and word stress 
patterns in English and they therefore speak English with faulty division of 
syllables and wrong stresses on words by which the meaning is not conveyed 
to their listeners properly. Also, English speakers find it difficult to speak 
Urdu with proper accent. No systematic study of the syllable structures and 
word stress patterns in Urdu has yet been attempted. This is an area which 
needs proper investigation. 
The main sources of the data collection were: 
Phillips tape recorder was used to record interactional conversations 
among different groups of undergraduate students in normally encountered 
situafions. The following frame work for listening the various characteristic 
of forming syllable and using word stress patterns were recorded. These 
categories were then reshuffled and rearranged to discover some general 
patterns in the following areas: 
(a) Recognition of peaks of prominence in syllable formation 
(b) Various possible consonant clusters 
(c) Stress on monosyllabic and polysyllabic words 
(d) Stress Shift 
(e) Pitch variation 
(0 Choice of tunes 
(g) Cultural context 
1. Questionnaires were prepared for students and teachers to 
ascertain the veracity of an acceptable syllable structure, 
stress, rhythm and intonation patterns in Urdu. Teachers' 
views were sought to the questionnaires about the 
acceptability of the items of investigation. Students' speech 
habits were confirmed through their pronunciation of isolated 
words and connected speech by asking them to comment on 
the variety of exercises contained in the questionnaire. 
2. The authors' own experience, observation and listing of the 
relevant points during his teaching of the undergraduate 
students at AMU, helped him in contributing to the adequacy 
and comprehensiveness of the data needed for this study. 
Since the study has a pedagogical angle of utility, indulgence 
in statistical analysis was not considered necessary. 
The present thesis has been divided into six chapters. The 
first chapter entitled "Introduction" - gives a survey of ELT 
in the present context contrasted with its traditional past 
notions. It also deals with the crucial problems, which ELT 
teachers at the AMU, are likely to face in the context of the 
new demands on modifying syllabus contents and 
methodological strategies. The second chapter is concerned 
with the structure of syllable and deals with the formation of 
syllable in Urdu and English. The third chapter deals with 
the word stress patterns in the two languages. The fourth 
chapter deals with the comparison and contrast of the 
syllable structures and word stress patterns in two languages. 
The fifth chapter entitled 'conclusion' is brief summing up 
the whole discussion of the study. It also describes the 
necessary steps to be taken in regard to instructional 
strategies to meet the exigencies of the while teaching 
strategies to make the learning of English maximally 
meaningful in the present context of global competition. The 
fifth chapter deals with the suggestions for improvement to 
the Urdu speaking learners of English and English speaking 
learners of Urdu. And the final chapter entitled 'conclusion' 
throws light on the necessary steps to be taken in regard to 
instructional strategies to meet the exigencies of the whole 
teaching strategies to make the learning of English 
maximally meaningful in the present context of global 
competition. 
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PREFACE 
The present study was inspired by two pieces of pioneering research work 
carried out by two different scholars of Aligarh Muslim University. These 
studies are, Iqtidar H. Khan, A Contrastive and Comparative Study of 
Standard Urdu and Standard Hindi (Aligarh Muslim University), 1999, and 
Asif Shuja, Urdu-English Phonetics and Phonology (Bahari Publishers, New 
Delhi), 1995. These two studies have considerable utilitarian value for the 
teachers of English, who are engaged in teaching English to the Urdu speakers 
of the first year undergraduate programme at AMU. It is a known fact thai 
spoken English is not taught at AMU as a priority skill to the students who are 
pursuing their undergraduate programme in various subjects. Though a course 
in the English language is compulsory during the first two years ol" the 
undergraduate programme in various subjects, the primary emphasis is on the 
skills of writing and reading, which is, in fact, a continuation of the obsolete 
notion that English for the Indian students is merely a library language. We 
have discussed this point in the introductory chapter of the present study. The 
reality of the present situation is that with the liberalization of global economy 
there is an ever-increasing need of competence in oral communication in 
English at the international level. Hence not only the question of accuracy and 
HI 
intelligibility is of prime importance but also fluency in interactional situations 
and contexts is of considerable importance. 
Two factors in regard to the teaching of English to any group of 
students of a regional community are mother tongue interference and the stark 
truth that the foreign language is the product of a communal, cultural and 
social habit. The second factor is very often blatantly ignored by the teachers 
of English in India. The reason for this is the controversial claim that there is 
an independent variety of English which should be called Indian English. 
Hence meddling with English culture is of peripheral importance. This is a 
questionable premise and will only damage the progress of teaching an 
internationally acceptable variety of English used by the Indian graduates. 
Hence I have stuck to the notion that the standard native variety of English 
should be the model and deviations from this should only receive corrective 
measures from the ELT pedagogues and syllabus framers. 
The reality of the mother tongue interference is a stark truth and should 
be combated through the principle of a comparative study of the learners' 
native language and English in selecting linguistic items, which are 
comparable or contrasted with those of the target foreign language. The 
present study has, therefore, undertaken the task of comparing the most crucial 
IV 
areas of spoken English — stress, rhythm and intonation— for comparison 
with those of Urdu. Since the starting point of spoken language, Urdu or 
English, is the smallest meaningful sound sequence, known as syllable, its 
structure has been analyzed in regard to both the languages, i.e. the mother 
tongue and the target language. Significant facts which present pronunciation 
problems with regard to the cluster formation in the two languages have 
appeared during the study. Pronunciation of clusters, as we all know, is one of 
the major difficulties of the Urdu-speaking learners of English with their 
characteristic mother-tongue habits. 
The main sources of the data collection were: 
1. Recorded interactional conversations among different groups of 
undergraduate students in normally encountered situations. The 
following framework for listing the various characteristics of forming 
syllables and using word stress patterns were recorded. These 
categories were then reshuffled and rearranged to see what general 
patterns emerge. 
(a) Recognition of peaks of prominence in syllable formation. 
(b) Various possible consonant clusters. 
(c) Stress on monosyllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic and polysyllabic 
words. 
(d) Stress shifting. 
(e) Pitch variations. 
(t) Choice of tunes. 
(g) Cultural contexts. 
2. Questionnaires were prepared for students and teachers (appendices 
enclosed at the end) to ascertain the veracity of an acceptable syllabic 
structure, stress, rhythm and intonation pattern in Urdu. Teachers' 
views were sought to the questionnaires about the acceptability of the 
items of investigation. Students' speech habits were confirmed through 
their pronunciation of isolated words and connected speech by asking 
them to comment on the variety of exercises contained in the 
questionnaire. 
3. My own experience, observation and listing of the relevant points 
during my teaching of the undergraduate students at AMU, helped me 
in contributing to the adequacy and comprehensiveness of the data 
needed for my study. Since my study has a pedagogical angle of 
utility, indulgence in statistical analysis was not considered necessary. 
The study has been divided into six sections. The first section -
entitled "Introduction" - gives a survey of ELT in the present context, 
contrasted with its traditional past notions, it also deals with the crucial 
vt 
problems, which ELT teachers at the AMU, are likely to face in the context of 
the new demands on modifying syllabus contents and methodological 
strategies. The second section on the structure of Syllable deals with the 
formation of syllables in Urdu and English. The third and fourth chapters deal 
with the crucial issue of the supra-segmental features - stress, rhythm and 
intonation — in the two languages. With regard to the study of rhythm and 
intonation, socio-cultural elements of the two languages have been given due 
consideration. The fifth section deals with a discussion of and suggestions 
about methodological strategies to be adopted by the teachers to maximize the 
terminal result of their instructional endeavour. The final chapter is 
deliberately very brief to avoid the usual practice of summing up the whole 
discussion of the study. It only throws some light on the necessary steps to be 
taken in regard to instructional strategies to meet the exigencies of the while 
teaching strategies to make the learning of English maximally meaningful in 
the present context of global competition. At the end a select bibliography has 
been appended. 
Aligarh ( MOHAMMAD OWAIS KHAN ] 
April 2008 
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CHAPTER -1 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER --1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Aim and Scope: 
The proposed research aims at a contrastive study of the syllable 
structures and word stress patterns in English and Urdu which would 
reveal the nature and extent of deviations between the two languages, h 
has been noticed that Urdu speakers face difficulties in learning the 
syllable structures and word stress patterns in English and therefore 
speak English with faulty division of syllables and unusual stresses on 
words. English speakers find it difficult to speak Urdu with proper 
accent. No systematic study of the syllable structure and word stress 
pattern in Urdu has yet been attempted. This is an area which needs 
proper investigation. This study and the remedial measures suggested 
at the end will hopefully help Urdu speakers speak English and English 
speakers speak Urdu words with appropriate stress patterns. The study 
will also be useful for teachers, scholars, course designers and material 
producers of English and Urdu. 
There are two important factors with regard to the teaching of 
English or Urdu to any group of foreign or L2 learners (a) mother 
tongue interference and (b) the stark truth that the foreign language is 
the product of a communal cultural and social habit. The second factor 
is very often blatantly ignored by the teachers of English in India. The 
reason for this is the controversial claim that there is an independent 
variety of English, which should be called 'Indian English'. Hence 
meddling with English culture is of peripheral importance. This is a 
questionable premise and will only damage the progress of teaching an 
internationally acceptable variety of English used by the Indian 
graduates. Hence, it is recommended to accept the notion that the 
standard native variety of English/Urdu should be the model in the 
same way as standard native variety of Urdu should be the model for 
teaching Urdu to the foreign learners. Deviations from this should only 
receive corrective measures from the English or Urdu language 
pedagogues and syllabus framers. 
The reality of the mother tongue interference as a stark truth 
should combated through the principle of a comparative/contrastive 
study of the learners' native language and the Standard English in 
selecting linguistic items, which are comparable or contrasted with 
those of the target foreign language. The present study has, therefore, 
undertaken the task of comparing the most crucial areas of spoken 
English - the syllable structures and word stress patterns - for 
comparison with those of Urdu. Since the starting point of a spoken 
language is the smallest meaningful sound sequence, known as syllable, 
its structure has been analyzed with regard to both the languages, i.e. 
Urdu and English. Significant facts which present pronunciation 
problems with regard to the cluster formation in the two languages have 
been observed during the study in Chapter 11. Pronunciation of 
consonant clusters, division of syllables and word stress patterns in the 
two languages under study are areas of major difficulties for the Urdu-
speaking learners of English and English-speaking learners of Urdu 
with their characteristic mother-tongue habits. 
It would be appropriate to highlight a few important concepts ol 
language acquisition and a brief historical survey of ELT situation in 
India: its past and present before Approaches and Procedures adopted 
in the present thesis and plan of study are discussed. 
'3 
1.2 Language Skills: 
Language acquisition is always skill-oriented. It is not a natural gift 
like other biological functions, such as the five sense perceptions. 
When a child is bom it does not have to be trained in the function of 
sensory perceptions. Though the child is born with human articulatory 
mechanism and can make noises, it cannot make the articulatory 
mechanism which trains the child to acquire any meaningful acquisition 
of the language skills. All experts of language have accepted four skills 
for the purposes of communication — i.e. listening, speaking, reading 
and writing. Language, in fact, is a system of signals, which operates. 
for communication and interaction in a particular speech community. It 
may be in the form of speech, which can be called organized 
meaningful noises or sounds accepted as a code for interaction in a 
particular group of people. The important thing is that the set of signals 
or code should be recognized both by the sender and the recipient as the 
code signals. What is sent or received is the content. The mode of the 
signal may be different in different communities. The difference lies in 
the distinctive features of each language, or even gestural signals used 
by a particular community. Semiotics, in fact, is an integral part of oral 
communication, the spectacular effect of which can be seen in dramatic 
performances. It may deal with the exclusiveness of meaning without 
the aid of the sound system of the language or may intensify and clarify 
the signification of the spoken sound. Our purpose here is not to 
discuss any theory of semiotics, but only to emphasize that the signals 
of communication are to be learnt, practised and mastered before it can 
be called an effective tool of communication. 
The four skills relate to two different domains of theoretical 
thinking. Listening and speaking belong to the field of oral 
communication and is studied under the phonology of a particular 
language. Reading and writing depend upon the orthographic or visual 
rendering of the speech act. Language has been described as primarily 
speech and writing as only a secondary and quite often unsatisfactory 
representation of speech act in visual forms which are conventionally 
known as orthographies. Bloomfield has rightly remarked that 
"Writing is not language but merely a way of recording language by 
means of visible marks."' In fact, until the time of printing all 
languages were spoken. Leech and Short (1981) have opined that: 
"The pragmatic analysis of language can be broadly understood to be 
the investigation into that aspect of meaning which is derived not from 
Leonard Bloomfield, Language (Motilal Banarsidas, Delhi, 1963), p.: 
the formal preparation of words and constructions but from the way in 
which utterances are uttered."^ Before we embark upon a discussion of 
the main issue of our investigation an overview of the mtroduction, 
proliferation and diversification of Enghsh in India will be considerably 
helpful. We know that we need language for purposeful 
functions, like social interaction, communication of message and 
different levels with different classes of recipients. The simple 
diagrammatic representation of this idea can be : encodet -^ 
message/Code)-> decoder. The first and the third components in the 
above diagram have to have mastered the code or signal system to be 
able to communicate or receive a message. 
1.3 ELT Situation in India 
In the Indian context the introduction of English in India needs to be 
grasped fully in order to throw light on the priority of the skills in the 
teaching curriculum at different levels. We do agree with Bloomfield 
(1963) that "To work out the comparison between two languages, the 
^ G.N Leech & M H Shon, Style in Fiction A Linguistic Introduction to English Fictional Pi o'>e 
(Longman, Inc , New York, 1981), p 290 
See J.N. Austin, How to Do Things With Words, Oxford (Claredon Press, 1962), J R Searle, Speech 
Act (Cambridge Umv Press, 1969) and "What is a Speech Act", in Giglioli, ed , Language and Social 
Context (Harmondsworth, Penguin 1975) for a discussion of the relation of ulterance with mcdniim 
and context 
descriptive data should be available." If a language is spoken in a 
large area, differences are bound to be there. Therein lies the difficulty 
of comparison by any researcher in this area. We will come to this 
point later after the brief history of English Language Teaching (ELT) 
in India. 
1.3.1 Pre-independence Phase: 
The introduction of English in India can be surveyed through a 
clearly marked out set of phases from the 'fateful' advent of the 
East India Company on the Indian coast in the sixteenth century 
through the British occupation of India by the end of the 
eighteenth century or early nineteenth century when the sun 
never set on the global empire that the English had built up lo 
fulfil their colonial ambition to the significant year 1857 to 15 
August 1947. When the East India Company came to India for 
purely commercial purposes, it realized the tremendous potential 
of resources, which it could exploit for profit. As the Company 
expanded its commercial activities it needed people from the 
Sub-continent to act as interpreters between the Company and its 
Indian partners. These people needed to know English for 
' Bloomfield, op.c/;., p. 12. 
effective mediation between the British businessmen and the 
Indian participants. Thus the earliest need for introducing 
English on to the Indian Sub-continent was to be at the oral level 
initially. Hence an artificial speech community, — artificial 
because the most important component of interaction at the cross 
cultural levels was absent — consisting of the Indian and British 
business partners was necessitated. This brought into existence a 
sort of creolized English. As the business relationship and 
contact grew and got diversified the need for reading and writing 
was felt. This continued throughout the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. In the absence of any authentically 
documented record of English teaching during this period one 
can surmise that there must have been a growing shift from the 
exclusively oral skill to reading and writing as well. No 
deliberate attempts were made during this period by the British 
to start any systematic schooling in English. Side by side with 
the business and political dimension of the activities of East 
India Company we have an interesting phenomenon taking place 
behind the door. This was East India Company's import into 
India of missionaries along with the merchandise. These 
missionaries were devout Christians committed to tiie expansion 
of their religion in the Far East. It is they who started the 
teaching of English in the schools established in India and 
funded by the Christian zealots on the British isle and Europe. 
These schools were started in the far flung eastern border areas 
and in the relatively liberal minded and cosmopolitan towns like 
Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras, the centres of business in India. 
These schools aimed at imparting instructions to the have-nots 
as well as the elitist classes. The have-nots were tempted with 
dole-outs and better means of livelihood after education while 
the elitist class was interested in getting their children acquire 
the necessary skills in the English language for social prestige 
and opportunities for preferment in the wake of the almost 
imminent prospect of growing British influences. The subjects 
to be taught in these English schools were European History, 
Philosophy and Science. The native Indian content was almost 
negligible. The medium of instruction during the entire 
schooling was English and the teachers were trained and devoted 
British and European missionaries. However, this situation later 
on had to be modified in the wake of the growing number of 
students and people's awareness of their national roots. But this 
is not our concern in the present study and is a subject to be 
treated by historians and sociologists. 
The crucial decision about the teaching of English and the 
relative emphasis on the skills was to be taken when the British 
were in firm control of the rein of power in India. They needed 
two things: one they wanted their domination over the Indian 
Sub-continent to be acceptable to people by way of creating 
facilities for secondary school education which was, in fact, a 
welfare stunt; secondly they needed man-power to assist them in 
their governance of such a huge country. 
It was the year 1835 when Lord Macaulay was called 
upon by the British government to make a recommendation for 
structuring the system of education in India. Macaulay's 
recommendations, which were accepted by the government and 
eventually implemented, were as follows: 
(a) Government funded schools and colleges were to be established. 
The result of this was the opening of schools in selected urban 
areas of the Presidency towns (Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and 
Lahore). In these schools the content of the syllabus was to be 
European culture, Philosophy and Science. 
(b) The medium of instruction was to be exclusively English. 
(c) Vernacular medium schools, however, were allowed to function 
without government funding. This led to the opening of Sanskrit 
Pathshalas and Madarsas where the medium of instruction was 
Hindi and Urdu, respectively, in the Northern part of the 
country. In the Southern States, the regional languages were the 
media of instruction in schools. The step-motherly treatment 
given to Pathshalas and Madarsas shrank their quality of 
teaching and even the meritorious students could not seek 
admission to the state-run institutions. The middle class and the 
upper middle class populace of the urban society did not have 
much difficulty with regard to the education of their children 
who were educated in the government-run English medium 
schools to be groomed as either clerks or beurocrates after their 
graduation. The graduation facilities initially were available in 
Britain but later the universities of Calcutta, Madras, Bombay 
and Lahore catered to the needs of higher education through 
exclusively English medium. 
TEiiSlS 
(d) The syllabuses to be followed at the centres of higher education 
were those of Cambridge and Oxford Universities. 
(e) The purpose of the terminal achievement of students was 
acculturation in order to serve the colonial ambition and needs 
of governance by the British. Even after the protest against 
cultural invasion through education the situation did not change. 
Auckland's (1949) declaration'* emphasized the continuance of 
English as the medium of instruction at the University level. The 
subject matter of the syllabus was a continuation of that of the 
school level which covered European Literature, Philosophy and 
Science. 
In the early part of the last century the agitation for independence of 
India from the British rule showed a direct confrontation between the 
ruler and the ruled. But the use of English continued to grow in 
popularity because acquisition of skills in the English language and 
grounding in subjects of European culture and Philosophy were 
conducive to prestigious jobs in the government. So far as the teaching 
of English was concerned the emphasis was on teaching literature from 
the Renaissance to the nineteenth century. No effort was made to teach 
Auckland, ''Report of the University Education Commission" 1949, pp. 14-17. 
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English language as such. Where such efforts were made the method 
followed was Grammar and Translation method which was a staple of 
the European educational system regarding the methodology of 
teaching. 
The brief survey given above is a pointer to a number of 
significant issues of ELT which were endeavoured to be tackled later 
after Independence. The most glaring decision was that the emphasis 
was to be on reading and writing and the other two skills of listening 
and speaking were assumed to grow on their own without separate 
pedagogical strategies. This led to the belief even before Independence 
among the educationists in India that English was to be studied for the 
purpose of serving as a window upon the outside world of knowledge. 
For intellectual and educational growth the most important skill was 
reading where students could have access to knowledge of various 
subjects contained in books and journals written only in English. It was 
still not envisaged with any seriousness that oral communication was of 
no less importance. This was because global interaction at that time 
was at a minimal level. 
1.3.2 Post-independence Phase: 
After Independence the Indian leaders gave considerable 
thoughts to the problem of teaching English as a foreign 
language, as well as using English as a medium of instruction in 
higher education. Because of the linguistic diversity of India it 
was felt, by the Constitution framers that English should be 
allowed to be used as the second official language of the 
administration for 15 years. However, at the expiry of the dead 
line the linguistic riots in Madras in 1965 compelled the 
government to amend the Constitution more than once to allow 
English as a subsidiary official language and medium of 
instruction at the University levels. The issue of the use of 
English as a medium of instruction in higher education was 
hotly debated by a number of Commissions appointed by the 
government from time to time. The Radha Krishnan University 
Education Commission (1948) recommended the use of English 
for the purpose of enabling students to read books in English and 
gain knowledge. The Kunjru Commission set up in 1955 by the 
University Grants Commission was categorically in favour of 
retaining English as the medium of instruction in higher 
education. The same was the opinion of G.C. Banerji 
Committee appointed by the University Grants Commission in 
1960 to discuss the objectives of teaching English. The specific 
Report of the English Committee, 1965, recommended that the 
teaching of English be organized for the purpose of using it as a 
library language -- an obvious emphasis on the skill of reading 
only. The Kothari Commission appointed by the Government of 
India in 1964 had opined that "English will, for a long time to 
come, continue to be needed as a library language in the field of 
higher education."^ However, it was the Study Group, consisting 
of specialists' appointed by the Government of India in 1964 
which recommended that the skills of listening and speaking be 
emphasized at both the secondary school and advanced 
levels. It was because of this that the members of the Study 
Group felt that the methodology of teaching English be moditled 
at the level of the introduction of the teaching of English in 
schools. The shift from the Grammar and Translation method to 
the Structural Approach was a shift in the thinking of the 
educationists about the importance of the skills of listening and 
• Kothari Commission Report, Government of India, New Delhi, 1964, p. 197. 
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speaking. The ruler's arrogant bias was clearly discernible in the 
rationale and the programme recommended by Macaulay. An 
evidence of this is clearly seen in Macaulay's manifesto stated 
thus: "it was to form a class of persons, Indian is blood, and 
colour but English in taste, in opinion, in morals and in 
intellect."^ These Indians were "to be interpreters between the 
ruling class and the millions they are governing." Macaulay's 
o 
intentions obviously were selfish, biased and rather conceited. 
1.3.3 General Observations: 
So far as ELT in India is concerned two major phases of its 
evolution and development can be observed. The first phase is 
the pre-Independence phase. During this phase emphasis was on 
teaching English Literature, especially works by renowned 
authors like Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth etc. where the 
syllabus of the courses consisted exclusively of literary works 
which had acquired the distinction of being classics because of 
their content and technique. The purpose of teaching English 
* Henry Sharp, Ed., Selections from Education ^ecort/(Government Printing Press, Calcutta, 1920), 
pp.116.17 
^ Ibid. 
" See J.T. Dakin & H.G. Widowson, Eds., Language in Education: The Problem in Commonwcullh 
Africa and the Indo-Pakistan Sub-continent (London, Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 116. 
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was obviously acquainting the minds of the learners with 
Western thoughts and ideologies. The question of teaching 
English as language naturally met with unresponsiveness. The 
Indian thinkers and freedom fighters had little time to grapple 
with the problems of teaching and learning a foreign language. 
However, the teaching of English as a whole continued to be 
systematic and well organized. This was because the intake of 
students was from the upper strata, who were already well 
versed in the English language. 
The emphasis on reading at the cost of the skills of listening and 
speaking was because of the prevailing international scenario 
until the middle of the last century. International interaction was 
not growing at any faster speed than before. Hence, proficiency 
in oral communication in English was not considered 
pedagogically of paramount importance. This situation was not 
confined only to India but to the other parts of the world where 
English was taught as a foreign language. 
Before we proceed further to elaborate the above point it will be 
relevant to add to what we have said earlier about the attitude of 
the politicians and educationists towards the whole issue of 
teaching of English in India. While on the one hand there was 
an agitation against the very proposal of introducing English in 
India as the core of the syllabuses at the school and higher 
education levels, there were nationalist minded Indians like Raja 
Ram Mohan Roy who emerged as a strong proponent of a need 
to teach English in India. This native desire had culminated in 
Lord Macaulay's Minutes which laid the foundation of teaching 
English in India. Even though Britain and Europe were in the 
grip of feverish activities in the field of Science and Technology 
as part of their effort for industrialization, Macaulay had 
recommended instructions through the English medium mostly 
in the subjects of humanities Educational instructions in the 
important Presidency towns were adequately provided for so far 
as infra-structure, faculty and funding were concerned. Since 
the general message was to be catered for by the vernacular 
schools the teaching of English did not draw much of 
enthusiasm and the infrastructure, trained faculty and need-
based syllabuses were paid the least attention. It is a well-
known fact that the British rulers did not believe in the concept 
of equality and a fair recognition of merit across the stratified 
Indian societal reality. There was not much difficulty for the 
elitist learners to master English in the well-provided schools 
and colleges even though they were not taught the English 
language as constituted of the skills of listening, speaking, 
reading and writing. 
Though during the post-independence phase, especially after the 
adoption of the Constitution of the Republic of India opposition 
to the teaching of English continued because English was 
considered to be the insignia of the colonial past of India, side 
by side with this trend of the opposition more practical and 
balance-minded thinkers were convinced that English was 
needed in India for its national needs, educational purposes and 
the general awakening among the younger generation. With the 
enshrinement of the right of equality, democratization of 
education was bound to set in. .This necessitated the 
establishment of infra-structural facilities and qualified and 
trained faculty to provide for the teaching of English throughout 
the country. During the Nehruvian phase of the developmental 
activities in India, higher education was given priority treatment. 
The establishment of national level centers of learning was 
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undertaken resulting in the setting up the IITs, the institutes of 
Science and centres for training and research in technology. 
These institutes and centres catered to the educational needs of 
the elitists class. In spite of the constitutional provision for 
equality of opportunity over 99 per cent of the Indian students 
were unable to compete for admission to these institutions. One 
of the major reasons for this was the inadequacy of the school 
children in their competence and performance in the English 
language. 
After the virtual end of a single political party governance in 
India a host of regional parties came into existence. In order to 
fulfil the educational ambition of people in the different regions 
these parties wanted their share of booty which could come only 
from adequate competence among the students. Instead of 
providing for increased infra-structural facilities these parties 
politicized the issue of ever increasing demand for more and 
more reservation in educational centres of excellence which 
were training students for competitiveness of the international 
levels. Poor facilities and lack of political will have contributed 
considerably to the stagnant position of the teaching of English 
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in rural India particularly. The situation in the urban areas has 
undergone a sea-change under the stress of the demands of the 
job market in and outside India. 
Until the opening up of global economy and rapid interaction 
among experts and skilled personnel across national boundaries 
the status of the English language in India was that of a library 
language. This entailed emphasis on the skill of reading for 
knowledge. With the changed policy of the Indian Government 
in 1991, liberalization of economy and globalization of the 
Indian entrepreneurship, there was a sudden change in the 
perspective of the strategies needed for ELT. The world market 
suddenly opened up for Indian skilled workers in the field of 
technology, especially for computing and information 
technology. The Government of India encouraged private 
participation in providing educational and training facilities to 
turn out technocrats in the field of Computer, electronics and 
other branches of Engineering. There has been a sudden 
mushroom growth of Engineering colleges, technical institutes 
and training centres during the last ten years or so. Because of 
the pressure of training in technical courses these institutes do 
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not care to provide adequate training in spoken English. The 
result is that only those students who were already proficient in 
oral communication were able to gain by the training facilities 
provided by these privately run centres. The important point to 
keep in mind is that because of political confusion in most parts 
of India the teaching of English for oral communication has 
been completely ignored. Students coming to the hot-demand 
areas, therefore, are not able to benefit from the competitive 
international market where adequate command of spoken 
English is a sine-qua-non. The reasons for this lacuna in our 
national system of education regarding the teaching of English 
language are not difficult to seek. 
The spoken English is taught only in good English medium 
schools and missionary-run institutions consciously or 
indirectly. But the students' intake at the level of higher 
education is now increased from the schools in the rural areas, 
which are, ill equipped and poorly administered. They have 
neither the necessary infra-structural facilities nor do they have 
qualified and trained teachers of the English language. To train a 
vast army of teachers in the whole country, who are involved in 
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the teaching of English, is a colossal job and almost impossible 
to manage and be provided for by any government in the context 
of the present economic scenario of the country. A government 
can ill effort to spend money on training in ELT at the cost of 
providing basic amenities, like drinking water, health care, 
energy etc. The situation seems to be rather dismal. But there is 
no need to be pessimistic because of the difficult circumstances, 
which are partly political, and partly due to the population 
explosion in the country. Michael West in his book on Teaching 
English in Difficult Circumstances, quite aptly says that instead 
of regretting the inadequacy of facilities, teachers of English can 
modify their methodological strategies to combat the problem of 
spoken English at different levels in India. The Grammar and 
Translation method is out of tune with the demands on the 
methodological strategies because of the complex nature of a 
class at an institute or a university where students are drawn 
from different regions of the country with their different mother 
tongues. Similarly the once-considered panacea of the 
Structural approach to teach oral communication in English is 
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irrelevant in the context of over-crowded classrooms where a 
teacher has to attend to, quite often, over a hundred students. 
There is no short-cut to suggest a remedy for ill equipped 
teachers. A teacher must realize that any living language is 
deeply rooted in the culture of the region or the country where it 
belongs. Teaching a language, therefore, is teaching the culture 
of the native speaker of the language. One banal example will 
suffice to substantiate our observation above. In English the 
terms of greeting are 'good morning', 'good afternoon', 'good 
evening' and 'good night' are all related to time. In Hindi there 
is only one term Namaskara denoting the social value of 
humanity. The same is true of Urdu where Aadab or Salaam 
relates to relational values. These commonly encountered terms 
have their cultural bearings. When we communicate in writing, 
the words of the foreign language do not present much difficulty 
because in conventional orthography only segmental features 
of the language —- e.g. the spelling system — can be shown. 
When these very words are spoken a host of cultural 
implications arise. For example, if we say good morning or any 
other term of greeting of English with a particular intonation 
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pattern the meaning and interpersonal relationship of the 
participants in the speech act are unambiguously conveyed. We 
will have occasion to discuss in detail the implication of these 
supra-segmental features like stress, pitch and intonation in an 
independent chapter later in the study. Teachers' own sound 
grounding in the cross-cultural similarities and differences 
reflected in the language use is of great importance. Robert Lado 
has written a full-length book on Linguistics Across Culture 
(1957) ^ in his attempt to explain that since the cultural content 
of a language is an integral component of its very being a 
foreign language, a teacher will do well therefore if the cultural 
similarities and differences are given due importance. 
1.4 Approach and Procedure 
1.4.1 Approach Adopted: 
Phonemics generally forms the basis of most of the phonological 
approaches. They attempt to probe at the formation of phonemes. In 
simple terms phonemics is the minimal distinctive unit of sound in a 
language. Phonemic analysis has been carefully used for the 
phonological analysis of English spoken by speakers of Urdu language 
•* Robert Lado, Linguistics Across Culture (Ann Arbor-The Univversity of Michigan Press. USA, 1957). 
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in Western U.P. and Delhi. In the process of analysis special focus has 
been given to segmental phonemes as well as supra-segmentai 
phonemes. 
1.4.2 Procedure 
(a) Choice of Speakers 
The corpus of the data for analysis was selected from the first year 
undergraduate students of the faculty of Arts, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. Ten undergraduate students speaking Urdu as their 
mother tongue, coming from the different areas of Western UP and 
Delhi were chosen as informants. Students of Science, Technology, and 
other courses were not taken into account because their competence in 
the English language is at great variance from that of the Arts students. 
Moreover, these Arts students mostly come from the rural areas of 
Urdu and Hindi speaking regions. Hence selection as informants for 
the present thesis was felt to be more meaningful. 
These informants who had been speaking Urdu as their first language 
were identified because they had some sort of uniformity in their 
speech utterances as well as diversity because of the regional 
differences of their previous schooling. Their number was deliberately 
limited not exceeding 10 students. 
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The record of all the above 10 informants and their particulars were 
maintained in the following list. 
1. Name of the speaker 
2. Profession 
3. Educational qualification 
4. Place of Residence 
5. Age 
6. Educational background of the parents 
i. Father ii. Mother 
7. Profession of the parents 
8. Medium of instruction at the School/College/University attended 
9. Name of the institution in which working/studying at present 
10. Mother tongue 
11. Other languages known 
12. Hobbies 
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(b) Choice of Materials 
(i) In order to able to grasp the violation or neglect of the socio-
cultural component in an interactive speech act, a detailed 
questionnaire consisting of 24 items were prepared. The 
questionnaire is attached at the end of this thesis as an 
Appendix I. 
(ii) Word lists containing the syllable structures i.e. Monosyllable 
structure, Disyllabic structure, and Polysyllable structures. 
(iii) A word list including simple words, compound words and words 
involving functional shift of stress for analyzing the stress 
patterns of Urdu. 
The above word lists were prepared only from the words which 
were used commonly by the Urdu speakers. Difficult and 
Technical words which were not usually used by the Urdu 
speakers were carefully avoided. Generally these words were 
used in day-by-day conversation. 
(c) Sources: 
The recorded material was extracted from the following sources: 
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(i) Word list for segmental analysis were prepared with the help of 
An Outline of English Phonetics by Daniel Jones. 
(ii) Word list for analysis of syllable structures in Urdu and word 
stress patterns in Urdu were prepared with the help of A 
Contrastive and Comparative Study of Standard Urdu and 
Standard Hindi, by Iqtidar H. Khan. 
(iii) Word lists for analysis of word stress in English was prepared 
with the help of Pronunciation of English by A.C. Gimson. 
(iv) Word lists for analysis of word stress and syllable structures in 
English and Urdu were prepared with the help of Urdu-English 
Phonetics and Phonology by Asif Shuja and Phonological 
Patterns in Urdu Speakers' English by Asad Ali. 
(d) Recording: 
The recording was made on the Phillips Tape recorder, in the 
Department of English, AMU, Aligarh, UP. Firstly the informants 
were asked to read the lists given to them silently to make the 
informants well known to the given text. Before recording their speech 
they were asked to mention their name and class and then asked to read 
the word lists as they spoke those words in their daily conversation. 
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The following framework for listing the various characteristics of 
forming syllables and using word stress patterns were recorded. These 
categories were then reshuffled and rearranged in order to investigate 
the general patterns. 
(a) Recognition of peaks of prominence in syllable formation. 
(b) Various possible consonant clusters in syllable, initial and final 
positions. 
(c) Stress on monosyllabic, disyllabic and polysyllabic words. 
(d) Functional shift of stress 
Students were encouraged to read the given word lists for analyzing the 
word stress patterns and syllable structures. Later, these recorded 
materials were tabulated so as to arrive at a generalization as to which 
area(s) presented great difficulty to these informants. These points 
have been discussed in chapter two and three in the present study. 
(e) Choice of Models : 
This study is proposed to focus on a contrastive analysis of the syllable 
structures and word stress patterns in English and Urdu. This raises lots 
of problems for working out a study of the type we have undertaken. 
We have to grapple with a two-fold problem, i.e. which standard form 
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of spoken English is to be taken up for comparison and contrast with 
which form of Urdu. The problem of the standardized form of spoken 
Urdu will, therefore, be taken up first. Because of the social structure 
of the Hindi-speaking regions there is a close intermixing between the 
speakers of Urdu and Hindi. The features of spoken English of the two 
languages, therefore, have penetrated into each other. For practical 
purposes, it can safely be asserted that at the grammatical level there is 
no marked difference between Urdu and Hindi. But at the lexical level, 
the difference varies from one region to another as well as from one 
local dialect of Hindi to another. This difference and lack of 
standardization is more noticeable in spoken Urdu, both at the level of 
segmental phonological features of the language as well as the supra-
segmental features. The use of the supra-segmental features, especially 
rhythm and intonation have got regional varieties because of the 
dialectal diversity of spoken Hindi or Urdu which — in the form of its 
various dialects — is the language of family and social interaction. It is 
said that the dialectal variation in the language of social interaction in 
Northern India takes place at approximately 15 to 25 miles. 
At the Aligarh Muslim University, Urdu-speaking students, officially 
or as the common perception is, use a variety of Urdu which is highly 
coloured by the regional dialects. This dialectal colouring is quite marked 
among the Urdu speakers coming from rural areas and lower, uneducated 
families. But this situation is different so far as students from educated 
traditional Muslim families are concerned. This, in fact, is not an 
insurmountable problem for a research scholar, except that the researcher has 
to be cautious in selecting his informants. Another variety of spoken Urdu is 
literary Urdu which is used only on formal occasions by the distinguished, 
users. Such occasions are Lectures, Seminars, Citations or literary discussions 
in academic and other sophisticated circles. Since such users of Urdu are not 
to be counted for purposes of interactive language teaching, they can safely be 
left aside. Hence, to limit the scope of the present study, literary users of Urdu 
are not taken into consideration. 
The real problem to be faced is the choice of the variety of spoken 
English to be taken up for comparison and contrast with Urdu. First comes 
the suggestion from erudite, westernized experts that the only choice is R.P. 
(Received Pronunciation). RP is a variety of the spoken form of English used 
in Southern England where the English language is used in a sophisticated 
form by the educated upper class English-men. Whether RP actually exists is 
another controversial point which is beyond the scope of this study. In fact, 
RP is an abstract form, drawn from the speech habit of people of Southern 
England.'° 
1.5 Plan of Study : 
The proposed plan was to analyze and describe the syllable structures 
and word stress patterns in Urdu and compare those of English with a 
view to suggesting certain remedial measures to improve Urdu speakers 
use of English syllable structures and word accent and also English 
Speakers use of Urdu syllable structures and word stress patterns. 
The study has been divided into six chapters. The first chapter 
forms the introduction which deals with Aim and Scope, Method and 
Approach, the concept of Language Acquisition, ELT situation in 
India, Plan of Study and Sources, Data and Framework. The second 
chapter deals with the structure of Syllable in Urdu and English. The 
third chapter deals with word stress in the two languages under study. 
The fourth chapter deals with comparison of the syllable 
structures and word stress patterns in Urdu and those of British English. 
10 There is a famous anecdote about RP: Once an inquisitive student of Daniel Jones asked him as to 
who are the actual speakers of RP. The teacher's reply was 'me' and 'you'. 
The fifth chapter throws some light on the necessary steps to be taken 
with regard to instructional strategies to meet the exigencies of the 
teaching strategies to make the learning of English optimally 
meaningful in the present context. The final chapter forms the 
conclusion of the study. 
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CHAPTER - II 
SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 
CHAPTER-II 
SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 
2.1 Introduction: 
The phonological patterns of the English and Urdu languages can be 
described by means of a hierarchy of units. The smallest meaningful 
units are the phonemes, which are the individual vowel and consonant 
sounds, such as /p,g,u:,ai/ ; /Yd,u,o/, etc. Syllables are the next larger 
units constituted of (consonants and) vowels. Syllables are classified 
as stressed or unstressed. They are elements of still larger units, i.e. 
words. These syllables are also the units of rhythm, where an utterance 
is divisible in what we have called sense-groups. A fourth unit of even 
greater extent is a unit of intonation which concerns itself with all the 
syllables and is of considerably interest in the study of language in 
actual interactional use.' 
2.2 Definition of a Syllable: 
2.2.1 The Prominence Theory : 
"In any utterance some sounds are said to be more prominent than 
others, i.e., they are felt by listeners to stand out from their neighbours. For 
' A similar hierarchy of units, sentence, phrases, clauses, words etc. may also be set up to describe 
grammatical patterns. But this is not our concern in the present study. 
example, in the word similarity / similasrati / such peaks of prominence are 
carried by / i, i, ae, a, i /. The number of syllables being determined by the 
number of peaks of prominence. In the above example there are five 
syllables.""" 
2.2.2 The Pulse Theory : 
This theory is concerned with the muscular activity controlling lung 
movement which takes place during speech and which is capable of being 
investigated by experimental method, "In any utterance there are a number of 
chest pulses, accompanied by increases in air pressure, which determine the 
number of syllables uttered. Such a theory suggests that the syllable rather 
than the sound is the basic unit of speech. Consonantal sounds act typically 
as the onset (releasing factor) and closure (arresting factor) of the syllable, 
while vowel sounds are nuclear to the syllable and render the chest pulse 
audible. For example, in the word meet / mi:t/, / m / is the releasing 
consonant, I'v.l is the nucleus and IxJ is the arresting consonant."^ 
In every spoken word or phrase there is at least one sound which is 
heard to stand out more distinctly than the sounds next to it. Take the 
' Hosali Priya, and Parasher S.V., Phonetics and Spoken English (CIEFL, Hyderabad, 1996), p.2. 
' Ibid. 
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example of the English word 'letter' / 'lets /. Here are four sounds: /l,e,t,3/. 
The sounds Id and bl are heard more distinctly than the sounds /I/ and l\l. If 
the word is heard from a distance Id and /a/ may be heard clearly while /I/ 
and l\J are often indistinct. The sounds Id and /a/ are called 'prominent' 
sounds. Prominence is not an arbitrary physiological phenomenon to 
distinguish between vowels and consonants. Daniel Jones (1962) says, "It is 
in reality a distinction based on acoustic considerations, mainly on the 
relative sonority or carrying power of the various sounds." Some sounds 
are more sonorous than others, that is to say they can be heard at a greater 
distance, when pronounced with the same length, stress and voice pitch. In 
English the sound 'a' /a:/ pronounced in a normal manner can be heard at a 
much greater distance than the sound /p/ or /p'V in the normal manner. 
Gimson (1994) says "A sonority scale or hierarchy can be set up which 
represents the relative sonority of various classes of sounds;"^ He goes on to 
give a version of hierarchy as follows: — the most sonorous classes are at 
the top of the scale. 
Open vowels 
Close vowels 
•* Daniel Jones, An Outline of English Phonetics (Cambridge, W. Heffer and Sons Ltd., 1962, l£dn.), 
p.23. 
' A.C. Gimson, Pronunciation of English (London, Arnold, 1994 Edn.), p.49. 
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Laterals 
Nasals 
Approximants 
Trills 
Fricatives 
Affricates 
Plosives and flaps.^ 
Gimson (1994) remarks: 
Intermediate vowels are appropriately placed between open 
and close. Within the last three categories, voiced sounds 
are more sonorous than the voiceless sounds. The class 
'approximants' sits somewhat awkwardly in this hierarchy, 
since the approximants [j,w] are, merely short versions of 
close vowels in the [i, u] regions. However, the short 
gliding nature of [j,w] means that they are much less 
prominent than [i,u] and other approximants like [r,v] have a 
sonority somewhat less than of laterals and nasals. 
Using the sonority hierarchy we can then draw a contour 
representing the varying prominences of an utterance, e.g., 
m as n D e s t 
Ibid. 
The number of syllables in an utterance equates with the 
number of peaks of sonority, in this case three (marked with 
arrows). This accords with native speakers' intuition. 
However, there are some cases where contours plotted with 
the sonority hierarchy do not produce results which accord 
with our intuition. Many such cases in English involve /s/ in 
clusters as for example, in stop: 
4 \ 
s t o p 
The contour of stop implies two syllables, while native 
speaker intuition is certain that there is only one syllable. 
This suggests that sounds below a certain level on the 
hierarchy cannot constitute peaks, i.e. that classes from 
fricatives downwards cannot constitute peaks in English 
(though the cut-off point may be drawn at different levels in 
different languages). Formal statements about the clustering 
possibilities of English consonants sometimes treat Isl as an 
appendix which is only a late addition and which may 
consequently violate restrictions on the sonority of 
syllables. 
A peak-constituting segment of sound, e.g., nasals/laterals "a vowel is 
' Ibid., pp.49-50. 
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defined as a voiced sound in forming which the air issues in a continuous 
friction through the pharynx and mouth, there being no obstruction and no 
narrowing such as 'would', 'cause', audible friction."** Vowel sounds are 
more sonorous than any other speech sound. "The relative sonority or 
carrying power of sounds depends on their inherent quality - 'tamber' - and 
must be distinguished from the relative prominence of sounds in a 
sequence."^ Daniel Jones (1963) has lucidly described and illustrated this 
phenomenon of prominence which will be useful to quote in some detail: 
...prominence depends on combinations of quality 
with length, stress and (in the case of voiced sounds) 
intonation. When length and stress (degree of push 
from the chest wall) are constant and the intonation is 
level, the sounds defined as vowels are more 
prominent than the sounds defined as consonants; 
'open' vowels are mostly more prominent than 
'close' vowels; voiced consonants are more 
prominent than voiceless consonants. 
Thus vowels, vowel glides, nasals and laterals have inherent quality 
of sonority or prominence and hence with or without combination of 
consonants constitute syllables. It is because of this principle of prominence 
*" Daniel Jones, op.cit, p.23 
" Ibid. 
'" Ibid., p.24. 
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that short vowel-ghde are regarded as consonants. This is so because in 
making these sounds the speech organ starts in the initial position of vowel 
but without remaining there proceeds very quickly to the position of another 
vowel. Such vowel-glides are called semi-vowels. In English there are two 
semi-vowels, i.e. /jV and /w/. Such sounds are "regarded as consonants on 
account of (1) their gliding nature, (2) their shortness and (3) their lack of 
stress as compared with the succeeding vowel."" 
Sound-clusters cannot be pronounced without the presence of at 
least one sound of prominence or vowel. This unit is called syllable, if a 
syllable is closed by a consonant, it is called 'close syllable' as in English 
word 'it' /it/. If a syllable is not closed by a consonant, as in an English word 
'he' /hi: /, it is called 'open syllable'. The structure of syllables in English 
can be classified as follows for practical and pedagogical purposes: 
A syllable can be analyzed in terms of its segments which are also called 
speech sounds. These segments fall into two categories, consonants and 
vowels. A consonant functions as a marginal element, i.e. it occurs at the 
beginning or at the end of a syllable when it is termed as releasing or an 
" Ibid., p.22. 
arresting consonant. The vowel is the nucleus or the central part of the 
syllable." Symbol C is used to denote a consonant and V to denote a vowel, 
e.g., the word 'man' /m£en/ has the structure CVC. It means there is one 
consonant+one vowel+a consonant. The following is the structure of/mzen/. 
C 
m 
releasing consonant 
V 
as 
nucleus 
C 
n 
arresting consonant 
2.3 Structures of Syllable in English 
2.3.1 
V 
Monosyllabic 
WORD 
eye 
or 
are 
a 
Structure: 
TRANS-
CRIPTION 
/ a i / 
/ o : / 
/ a : / 
/ e i / 
WORD 
I 
air 
ear 
oh 
TRANS-
CRIPTION 
/ a i / 
/ e s / 
/ I 3 / 
/ 3 U / 
cv 
awe 
tea 
thy 
hay 
to 
/ D : / 
IXv.l 
/6a i : / 
/hei / 
/tu:/ 
me 
high 
say 
go 
/mi : / 
/hai:/ 
/sei / 
/gsu/ 
'" Haosaii Priy and Prashar, S.V., op. cii.. p.3. 
ccv sky 
sly 
tray 
play 
/skai / 
/ slai / 
/trei / 
/ plei / 
fly 
flay 
plea 
glee 
/flai/ 
/flei/ 
/pli:/ 
/g l i : / 
cccv = straw / stro: / spray / sprei / 
stray / strei / strew / stru: / 
This structure has the initial cluster / s / 
CCCCV No example available. 
VC 
VCC 
it 
in 
all 
up 
ink 
able 
act 
and 
/ i t / 
Iml 
lo:\l 
/Ap/ 
/iQk/ 
/eibl 
/aekt/ 
/asnd/ 
at 
of 
in 
eat 
ilk 
old 
else 
earn 
/a;t/ 
/of/ 
/ i n / 
/ i : t / 
/ i l k / 
/sold/ 
/ e l s / 
/3 :n / 
vccc acts / askts / asks / a:sks / 
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cvc 
cvcc 
put 
cut 
feed 
peak 
shoot 
tucked 
/put/ 
/CAt/ 
/fi:d/ 
/pi:k/ 
/Ju: t / 
/ tAkt / 
hut 
fit 
food 
pot 
man 
hashed 
/ hAt / 
/ f i t / 
/ fu:d / 
/pot / 
/masn / 
/ haejt / 
Bulb / bAlb / bulk / bAlk / 
sulk / SAlk / silk / s i lk / 
cvccc facts / fskts / text / tekst / 
next / nekst / masks / ma:sks / 
Final CCCC clusters occur only rarely. The following 
are some examples: 
CVCCCC texts / teksts/ sculpts /skAlpts / 
Sixths / siks0s / prompts / prompts 
CCVC = tries / traiz / flies / flaiz / 
proof / pru:f / small / smol / 
spot / spot / stock / stok / 
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cccvc straight / streit / sprays / spreiz / 
string / striQ / strain / strein / 
spring / spriQ / sprite / sprait / 
ccccvc No initial consonant cluster exceeding three consonant 
sounds is available in the monosyllabic structure ol" 
the syllable. 
2.3.2 Disyllabic Structure 
V-V 
V-CV 
This structure is not available in English. 
airy / 'ea -ri / eery / 'i9-ri / 
over / 'au-vs / utter / 'A-t3 / 
upper / 'A-p9 / offer / D-fa / 
VC-CV alter / '3:149/ after / 'a:f-t9 / 
Easter / ' i :s-t9/ under / 'An-ds / 
inter / 'in-t9 / actor / 'aik-t3 
vcccv ulster / 'Als-t9 / ultra / 'Alt-rs / 
intra / 'int-rg / infra / 'inf-r9 / 
angry /'aer]g-ri / untrue /'An-tru:/ 
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v-cvc 
vc-cvc 
uppers / 'A-paz / utters / 'A-t9Z / 
others / 'A-SSZ / udders / 'A-daz / 
attires / a'taiaz / assert / 3*53: t / 
insert / 'in-s3: t / enters / 'en-taz / 
inborn / 'in-bo:n / optic / 'o-.p-tik / 
inform / in-'form / album /'sel-bam / 
VCCCVC = instill / ins-'til / ashtrays /'eej-trez/ 
improve /im-'pru:v/ intrude /m-'tru:d/ 
intrigue / in-'trig / emblem /'em-bbm / 
CV-CV mono / 'mo-nau / penny / 'pe-nr / 
many / 'me-ni / daddy / 'ds-di / 
hello / 'he-bu / polo /'psu-bu/ 
CVC-CV silky /'sil-ki/ milky /'mil-ki/ 
whisky / 'wis-ki / mister / 'mis-t9 / 
sister / 'sis-t9 / Hitler / hit-b / 
CVC-CCV subdue / 'sAb-dju: / simply / 'sim-pli / 
subtlety /'sAtl-ti/ puncture /'pAQk-tja/ 
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pimply / 'pim-pli / sunflower /'sAn-flaua/ 
CV-CVC = woman /'wu-msn/ manage /'ma2-nid3/ 
carriage / 'kae-rid3 / marriage / 'mae-rids/ 
minute /'mi-nit/ peanut /'pi:-nAt/ 
CVC-CVC = members / 'mem-baz / captured /'kasp-tjad/ 
masters /'ma:s-t9z/ falters /'fo:l-t9z/ 
hostess / 'hois-tes / basket /'ba:s-kit/ 
CVCC-CVC = Capstan /'kasps-tan/ capsule /'kaeps-ju:l/ 
sunspot /'sAn-spot/ sunstroke /'sAn-stroik/ 
symptom / 'simp-tam / sunstrap / 'sAns-trsep / 
CVCCCCVC = sunscreen / 'sAns-kri:n / subscribe / 'sAbs-kraib / 
CCVCVCC = stipend /'stai-pend/ trident /'trai-dsnt/ 
frightened / 'frai-tend / straightened / 'strei-tend / 
CCVCCVCC = transits / *tra:n-zits / frequent /'frir-kwsnt / 
pregnant / 'preg-nsnt cross-legged /ikros'legd/ 
fragrance / 'freig-rsns / fragment /'frasg-mant/ 
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CCVCCCVCC = transforms /' trains-formz/ friendships /Trend-jips/ 
frustration / frAs'treijn / frostbites /"frostbaitz/ 
brownstones /'braunstomz/ 
transmission /traens'mi jn / 
cccvcvc 
cvcvccc 
= stretches 
stratum 
sprocket 
squalid 
= sufficient 
/ 'stretjiz / 
/ 'straetsm / 
/ 'sprokit / 
/'skwohd / 
/sa'fijnt/ colic 
selects / si'lekts / suggests /sA'dsests/ 
surrounds / sa'raundz / defects /di'fekts/ 
rejects / n'dsekts / 
CVCVCCCC = corruptions / ka'rApjnz / corrections / ka'rekjnz / 
connections / ka'nekjnz/ rejections /n'dsekjnz/ 
2.3.3 Polysyllabic Structure 
vcvcvc episode /'episo:d/ epitaph /'epita:f/ 
epithet / 'epiGet / imitate / 'imiteit / 
isolate / 'aisaleit / irritate / 'iriteit / 
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CVCVCV = banana /bs'nams/ usually /jui'susii/ 
casually / 'kassuali / family / 'fasmali / 
remedy / 'remedi / comedy / komsdi / 
CVCVCVC = develop /di 'vebp/ diabolic /daia'bolik/ 
dialysis / dai'aebsis / fascinate /'fsesineit/ 
fellowship / ' feb j ip / feminine /'femsnin/ 
VCVCVCV = economy /Tkonami/ ecology /i'koladfi/ 
imagery / I'midsari / ability / s'bibti / 
operator /'opareita/ academy /a'ksedami/ 
CVCVCCVCVC photographic 
VCVCCCVCVCV = electricity 
CCVCVCVCV neurology 
CVCCVCVCCVCV = lexicographer 
CVCCVCCVCVCVC = longitudinal 
CVCCVCVCCV 
CVCCVCVCVC 
luxuriously 
tantalizing 
/ fo:t9'gra2fik / 
/ ilek'trisiti / 
/ njuaVoladsi / 
/ leksi'kografa / 
/ lDnd3i'tju:dm9l / 
/ lAg'3U9ri9sli / 
/ 'tsent9laizir) / 
fi 
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2.4 Structure of Syllabic Consonants 
cvcv = sudden 
mutton 
/ 'sAdn / 
/ 'mAtn / 
cattle 
settle 
rhythm 
cotton 
/ 'kaetl / 
/ 'setl / 
/ 'ridm / 
/ 'kotn / 
The second syllable of each of these words is shown as CV, although the 
final sound in these words is [n, 1,] or [m] which are consonants. But these 
sounds are syllabic consonants which make syllables. 
2.5 Structure of Syllables in Compound Words 
ccvccvccv 
ccvcvc 
cvcvcccvcc 
cvcvccvc 
cvcvccv 
cvcvcvc 
cvvccvc 
ccvcvcvc 
cvcccvcvc 
cvcvccvc 
'schoolmaster 
'snowfall 
'washing-stand 
'dinning-room 
'door-handle 
'figurehead 
Tire-place 
'flowerpot 
'painstaking 
'sitting-room 
/'sku:lma:st3/ 
/'snaufoM/ 
/'woJiQ-stsend/ 
/'dainiQ-ru:m/ 
/'do:-haendl/ 
/'figa-hed/ 
/'fai9-pleis/ 
/'flau3-pDt/ 
/'pelnztelkir)/ 
/'sitiQ-ru:m/ 
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2.6 Structures of Syllables in Urdu 
2.6.1 Monosyllabic Structure 
The syllables in Urdu consist of the following structures: 
Syllable Structure 
V 
vc 
cv 
Transcription 
/ a : / 
/ e / 
/ a:d3 / 
/a:g/ 
/ 3 b / 
/ek/ 
/o:r/ 
/a:s/ 
/ i s / 
/ d o / 
/ d3a: / 
/ tu:/ 
/bu:/ 
/mai / 
/sa:/ 
Meaning 
come 
0! 
today 
fire 
now 
one 
and 
hope 
this 
two 
go 
you, thou 
smell 
in 
like 
/ s e / 
/bhi / 
/ka: / 
from 
also 
of 
CVC / ra:t / 
/gu l / 
/s9r/ 
/ ha:th / 
/na:m/ 
/d i l / 
/ d m / 
night 
flower 
head 
hand 
name 
heart 
day 
The above monosyllabic structure is the back bone of 
Urdu language as it constitutes a large number of 
Syllables. 
2.6.2 Disyllabic Words 
V^  
vv 
vcv 
/ai : / 
/ 'a:o:/ 
/ 'a:dha / 
/•a:la/ 
/'a:ri:/ 
come (for female) 
come 
half 
instrument 
saw-blade 
cv 
cvv 
cvcv 
cvccv 
cvccvc 
vccvc 
/I'si:/ 
/ u'se/ 
/ 'nai / 
/ 'pai / 
/'na:i:/ 
/ 'khaio:/ 
/ sa'da: / 
/ ka'ha: / 
/ 'sardi: / 
/ 'vardi: / 
/ 'parda: / 
/ 'sabzi: / 
/maz'duir/ 
/ m95'ru:r / 
/ tar'buiz / 
/ 3f va:h / 
/ 3x'ba:r / 
/al'taif/ 
this 
him 
barber 
got 
barber (dialectal) 
eat 
always 
said 
winter 
uniform 
curtain 
vegetable 
labourer 
proud 
watermelon 
rumour 
newspaper 
Urdu name 
vcvc 
vccv 
cvcccv 
cvcvcc 
cvvc 
vcccv 
/ '3:r3t / 
/'3:za:r/ 
/ 'o:ra:x / 
/ 'itna: / 
/ 'uska: / 
/ 'uski: / 
/'mantri: / 
/'santri: / 
/ 'santra: / 
/ 'daraxt/ 
/ 'pabQg / 
/ 'tararjg / 
/'suiar / 
/ ao'gja: / 
woman 
tools 
pages 
this much 
his 
her 
minister 
watchman 
orange 
tree 
cot 
music 
pig 
a female d 
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2.6.3 Polysyllabic Structure 
CVCCVCCCV = / lar'mindsgi: / 
cvccvccv 
cvcvcvcc 
cvcvcv 
cvcvccvc 
cvcvccv 
cvccvc 
cvccvcvc 
cvccvcv 
cvcvv 
cvccv 
vcvccv 
vcvccvcc 
vcvcv 
vcvcvcvc 
vccvcvv 
cvccvcvv 
cvcvcvcvc 
— 
= 
= 
= 
-
= 
— 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
rz 
/ Jar'minda: / 
/ S3'la:mi: / 
/ 'bev3qu:f / 
/ gu'nahga:r / 
/ pa'tarjga: / 
/ 'pehtjain / 
/ 'xu:bsu:r3t / 
/ 'dshagyailu: / 
/d3u'da:i:/ 
/'ma:mla: / 
/ 3'da:lti: / 
/ s'qalmsnd / 
/ ir'a:da: / 
/ I'raidatan / 
/ id3ti'ma:i: / 
/dul'haibha:!:/ 
/ 'ba:rav9fa:t / 
ashamed 
salute 
fool 
sinner 
insect 
acquaintance 
beautiful 
quarrelsome 
separation 
matter 
of court 
wise 
intention 
intentionally 
collective 
bride groom 
a Muslim festival 
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cvcvccvcv 
cvccvcvcv 
/S9m9d3h'da:ri: / 
/ surme'da:ni: / 
CVCCVCCVCV 
CVCCVCVCVCV 
vcvccvcvcvc 
cvcvcvccvcv 
cvcvcvcvcv 
cvcvcvcvcv 
cvcvccvcvcv 
cvcvcvcvcv 
cvcvcvcvcv 
vcvcvccvccv 
cvcvcvccvcv 
cvcvcvccvcv 
cvcvcvccvcv 
cvcvccvcvcv 
/matjtjhar'daini: / 
/taj'riifaivari: / 
/ '3m3ld3,ra:m9d / 
/ mu'ba:r3k|ba:di: / 
/'dunija:|da:ri: / 
/ mu'sa:vi ja:na / 
/ 'meherbarnijaft / 
/ far'mabaridairi: / 
/ pa'rijamijart/ 
/ 'a:va:r9h|g9rdi: / 
/d9'ja:n9t,da:ri:/ 
/'bet9k9l,lufi:/ 
/ mu'sa:fir|Xa:na: / 
/'ha:zird39|Va:bi: / 
wisdom 
eye powder 
container 
mosquito net 
arrival 
application/ 
applied 
congratulating 
social relationship 
equitable/ 
reasonable 
kindness 
obedience 
difficulties 
roaming about idle 
honesty 
informality 
rest house 
quick response 
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2.7 Structure of Syllable in Compound Words 
CVCCVCVCV = / rik'Ja:,wa:la: / 
CVCVCVCVCVCC = / hu'ku-.mate.hmd / 
CVCVCVVCVC 
CVCVCVVCVC 
cvcvccvccvcv 
cvcvcvc 
cvccvccvcv 
cvcvccvcv 
cvcvcvcvcc 
cvcvccvcvcv 
/ va'zi:re|a:z3m / 
/ 'sa:hebe|a:l3m / 
/ mu'qAdd3r|Wa:la: / 
/ 'da:da: ja:n / 
/ 'hinim3t|Wa:la: / 
/'du:ka:n|Wa:la: / 
/ sadsre'hind / 
/ 'ba:v3rtji:'xa:na: / 
rickshaw puller 
Govt, of India 
Prime-minister 
King 
lucky 
grandfather 
brave man 
shopkeeper 
President of India 
kitchen 
In the above pages we have listed the structural patterns of syllable 
formation in English and Urdu. A knowledge of cluster patterns of English 
can be a great help for the teachers to practice drills of words where these 
clusters present difficulties. In English the consonant clusters beginning 
with / s / sound have been found of great difficulty for the learners of 
English who tend to insert an initial / i /. Where such clusters have entered 
into Urdu through the loan words of the English language (like station) the 
same tendency of inserting / i / has been noticed. Not all the syllable 
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patterns are to be brought to the knowledge of the students. The teacher will 
do well by using his experience by selecting only such structures as are 
necessary for a particular group of students he is handling. However, it can 
be remarked that much attention needs to be paid to syllable structure in an 
ELT programme as it is necessary to help in the pronunciation of the 
learners. 
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CHAPTER - III 
STRESS IN ENGLISH AND URDU 
3.1 Word Stress: 
It has been mentioned in the preceding chapter that a syllable is a cluster of 
sounds with one peak of prominence in a word. There may be as many 
syllables as there are peaks of prominence. Peaks of prominence are created 
by vowel sounds which correspond with pulmonary chest pulses. In a 
polysyllabic word, some of these peaks of prominence are loud while others 
may be low. This depends upon the amount of force exerted on the 
articulation of a particular peak carrier (i.e. a vowel). This loudness is relative 
because it occurs in a phonetic environment of other peaks. This loudness is 
known as stress. 
Theoretically, all languages have the feature of stress because the chest 
pulse concept applies to the articulation of sounds in a similar fashion. But in 
certain languages stress is distinctive and hence phonemic because it carries 
differentiation of meaning and follows the principle of 'complementary 
distribution'. We have mentioned that stress is phonemic in English whereas 
it is not so in Urdu, though contrasted loudness of peaks of prominence may 
be heard in Urdu which is very often used for emphasis. 
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Stress has been defined as the degree of force with which sound or 
syllable is uttered. "It is essentially a subjective action. A strong force of 
utterance means energetic action of all the articulating organs; it is usually 
accompanied by a gesture with the hand or head or other parts of the body; it 
involves a strong push from the chest wall and consequently strong force of 
exhalation; this generally gives the objective impression of loudness."' Jones 
(1963) argues that "cases do occur where a strong stress fails to give much 
carrying power to a sound, and therefore, fails to make it objectively 
prominent." Strong stress without strong force of exhalation and consequent 
loudness is not often found in English. The same is the case with Urdu. 
A syllable is a small sound sequence containing a peak of prominence. 
If a word or phrase contains a number of peaks of prominence it is generally 
found that the degrees of prominence at various peaks are unequal. Some of 
the peaks get greater prominence than others. That is to say, some of the 
syllables of a word or phrase are heard more distinctly than others. There are 
three sound attributes which apply to both English and Urdu. These are length, 
stress, or intonation or a combination of these. These attributes increase or 
decrease the prominence in the peaks formed in a group of syllables 
' Daniel Jones, An Outline of English Phonetics, op. oil., p.245. 
- Ibid. 
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constituting a word or a phrase. In the present study, the term stress is used to 
denote the degree of force of utterance and is independent of length and 
intonation. For example, stress without intonation can be heard in English in 
clergymen's intoning the prayers in a church service. But in spoken English 
used for interactional purposes the role of intonation is of distinctive 
importance. 
Thus syllables which are pronounced with a greater degree of breatii 
force than the neighbouring syllables in a word or sentence are said to be 
stressed. Those syllables which are pronounced with a relatively small degree 
of breath force are said to be unstressed. Daniel Jones's suggestion is, of using 
the terms, stressed and unstressed rather than designating different degrees of 
stress in a particular utterance. However, in a polysyllabic word, two distinct 
stresses are perceived. In a word like opportunity /opatluniti/ there is a strong 
stress on the third syllable. But there is an equally strong, but lower in pitch, 
stress on the first syllable as well. The nomenclature of primary stress and 
secondary stress to the relative loudness or softness of the two syllables in a 
particular word. Thus two degrees of stress — primary and secondary — are 
to be recognized both for spoken and pedagogical purposes. 
3.2 Word Stress in English: 
A.C. Gimson, (1995) while discussing stress or 'accent' on English 
words, has made a generalized remark about the pattern of stress in English at 
the word level: "The accentual pattern of English words is fixed, in the sense 
that the main accent always falls on a particular syllable of any given word, 
but free in the sense that the main accent is not tied to any particular situation 
in the chain of syllables constituting word."'' "The accentual shape of a word, 
in terms of the degree of prominence associated with its parts, is a reality for 
both the speaker and the listener; but the speaker's impression of the factors 
which produce such a pattern of varying prominence, may differ from the 
actual auditory cues by which the listener perceives the prominence pattern." 
The following factors are to be taken into account in determining the 
relative prominence of a syllable. It is to be noted that it is chiefly the pitch 
change which marks a stressed syllable. 
3.2.1 Pitch Change - Pitch change as well as pitch height determine 
the stress pattern of words, e.g. the stress pattern of / 'obdsikt / object 
(noun) and / sb'dslkt / object (verb) are differentiated by their pitch 
^ AC Gimson, Gimson's Pronunciation of English, op. cit., p.201. 
Ubid, pp.20]-02. 
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patterns. Pitch changes may create stress prominence at the word level or 
within a phrase. It can be demonstrated in a diagrammatic form as follows: 
Dbdslkt 9b'd3ekt /igizaemi'neijn/ 
object object examination 
In the above diagram the final pitch accent is normally known as 
primary stress. A pitch accent on an earlier syllable which is usually less 
prominent is known as secondary stress. 
3.2.2 Loudness: Stressed syllables are normally louder than the 
unstressed syllables because of the extra breath force. Greater loudness is 
carried principally by voiced sounds, in which greater amplitude of 
variation of the vocal cords, together with the reinforcing resonance of the 
supra-glottal cavities, results, in acoustic terms, in a relatively greater 
intensity. This strong intensity and the loudness perceived by the listener 
result from the relatively greater breath effort and muscular energy 
expanded on the articulation of a sound by the speaker.^  
3.2.3 Quantity and Quality— Pitch change and loudness are the 
principal function in stress, no-doubt, but the quality and quantity of the 
' Ibid., p.202. 
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vowels are also important in stress, e.g. long vowels and diphthongs 
usually create prominent peaks than short vowels. Certain vowels in 
English, when unstressed, are least prominent and are called REDUCED 
VOWELS as opposed to other FULL vowels. 
Stress has clearly marked degrees of prominence in English. Primary 
stress is marked by the last major pitch change in a word, e.g. 'examination' 
as shown in the above diagram. Secondary stress is marked by a non-final 
pitch change in a word or longer utterance. A minor prominence produced by 
the occurrence of a full vowel, containing no pitch change at the finally a non 
prominence syllable, containing no pitch change and one of the vowels /i,u,9/, 
is the least stressed. It is the position of the primary stress which contributes 
most to a word's stress pattern. There are some working rules for setting the 
primary stress on a syllable in a word. e.g. primary stress is to fall on ante-
penultimate syllable in a polysyllabic words ending in 'ate' in spelling, such 
as interrogate. But there are a large number of exceptions to a rule. Daniel 
Jones (1963) has asserted that "the foreign student is obliged to learn the stress 
of each word individually."^ He has to learn, for example, that the main stress 
falls on the first syllable in 'photograph /'fo-.tagra-.f/ 
Daniel Jones, op.cil., p.24 
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on the second syllable in pho'tography /fa'tografi/ 
on the third syllable in photo'graphic /fauta'graefik/ 
Some phoneticians like A.C. Gimson believe that no syllable is really 
unstressed in English unless it contains one of the vowels /a, i / or the 
monophthongal reduction of su to [o] or /u/ or a syllabic consonant. These 
phoneticians maintain that when /e,ae, o:, A / and the long vowels and falling 
diphthongs occur in weak positions, they are pronounced with secondary 
stress. Thus for them the following words will have secondary stress on their 
second syllable. 
concrete /'ko:Q|kri:t/ 
schedule / 'Je,dju:l/ 
mundane / 'mAnidem/ 
fortnight / 'f3:t,nait/ 
portmanteau / 'po:t|maent3u/ 
Daniel Jones does not agree with this view and feels that words which 
contain /9,i,o:,u/ are less prominent than /e,ae,A/ because of the prominence 
they derive from stress or 'a special push of the chest wall'. He submits that 
these vowels have considerable prominence because of their 'inherent 
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sonority' or 'their carrying power'/ meaning thereby that they can be heard at 
a greater distance when pronounced with the same length, stress, and voice-
pitch. Daniel Jones (1964) states: "The relative sonority or carrying power of 
sounds depends on their inherent quality (timber) and must be distinguished 
from the relative 'prominence' of sounds in a sequence; prominence depends 
on combinations of quality with length, stress and (in the case of voiced 
sounds) intonation. When length and stress (degrees of push from the chest 
wall) are constant and the intonation is level, the sounds defined as vowels are 
more prominent than the sounds defined as consonants. 'Open' vowels are 
mostly more prominent than 'close' vowels; voiced consonants are more 
Q 
prominent than voiceless consonants." 
3.3 Functional shift of Stress 
There are a number of words of two syllables in which the accentual 
pattern depends on whether the word is used as a noun, an adjective or a verb. 
When the word is used as a noun or an adjective, the stress is on the first 
syllable. When the word is used as a verb, the stress is on the second syllable. 
Here are a few examples: 
Daniel Jones, op.cit., p.23. 
Ubid, p.24. 
( See Jeaffreson's, "Stress and Rhythm in Speech" in The Transactions of the Phonolof^ical 
Society. \93S. 
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Noun/Adjectives Transcription 
'absent 
'object 
'subject 
/ 'aebsant/ 
/ 'o:bd3ikt/ 
/ 'sAbdsikt/ 
Verbs 
ab'sent 
ob'ject 
sub'ject 
Transcription 
/ab'sent/ 
/sb'dsekt/ 
/ssb'dsekt/ 
'permit / 'p3: mit/ per'mit /ps'mit/ 
progress 
'perfect 
/ 'prorgres/ 
/'P3:fikt/ 
pro'gress /prs'gres/ 
per'fect /pa'fekt/ 
increase / 'inkri:s/ in'crease /in'kri:s/ 
'present /'preznt/ pre'sent /pri'zent/ 
Word stress in English, for the sake of clarity and convenience, can be 
classified as follows: 
3.3.1 Stress in Disyllabic words 
In words of two syllables, one of them has strong stress and the other 
one weak. For example: 
increase 
'insult 
increase 
in'sult 
/ 'inkri:s/ (n) 
/ 'insAlt/ (n) 
/in'kri:s/(v) 
/ m'sAlt/ (v) 
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Certain disyllabic words have strong stresses on both the syllables. For 
example: 
fifteen 
prepaid 
/'fifti:n/(n) 
/'pri:'peld/(v/adj.) 
3.3.2 Stress in Polysyllabic words: 
In English polysyllabic words, there is always one strong syllable and 
occasionally two. The other syllables in the words are unstressed; 
though in some words, there may be a syllable with secondary stress. 
The following words have one stressed and the remaining several 
unstressed syllables: 
For Example: 
ex'cessively 
port'manteau 
phi'lanthropist 
par'ticularize 
sym'bolically 
un'charitableness 
/ik'sesivli/ 
/po:t'maent3u/ 
/fi'laenGrspist/ 
/ps'tikjulsraiz/ 
/sim'bolikli/ 
/An'tjeritablnis/ 
There are secondary stresses as well in these words: 
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icentrali'zation /(Sentrslai'zeijn/ 
ad,minis'tration /adiminis'trei jn/ 
Other examples from single stress compounds are words like 
'foot-,passages /'fut-ipa2sid3iz/ 
'cattle-,holder /'ka^tl-ihaulda/ 
There can also be words which may have two secondary stresses, such as 
lintCiUec'tuality /|int9|lek'tlu2eliti/ 
Words of three or more syllables with a long vowel or short vowels + two or 
more consonants may have the primary stress on the ante-penultimate syllable 
rather than the final syllable. 
For Example 
'anecdote /'asnikdaut/ 
'fortnight /'fortnait/ 
'pedigree /'pedigri:/ 
'appetite /'^pitait/ 
However, Crutenden (1997) concedes that the above statements 
indicate tendencies rather than absolute rules. There are numerous exceptions 
to the above generalizations. 
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3.3.3 Words Consisting of Prefixes and Suffixes: 
Given below are few general rules applicable to the English words with 
certain prefixes and suffixes. 
(i) Words form by adding a prefix having a distinct meaning of its 
own. Such as (anti, arch, dis, un, in, ill, ir, [in the sense of 
negative connotations] ex, half, joint, inter) 
'ex'president 
'anti'climax 
'arch'bishop 
'dis'connect 
'gentle'men 
'in'experienced 
'il'logical 
'im'perishable 
'ir'religious 
'inter'mingle 
'malfor'mation 
'mis'quote 
'non'payment 
'adver'tisement 
/ 'eks'presldant/ 
/ 'aenti'klaimaks/ 
/'a:t|biip/ 
/ 'diska'nekt/ 
/'dsentl'men/ 
/'m'ikspisrianst/ 
/•I'lDdsikl/ 
/"im'parilabl/ 
/•lr'ilid39s/ 
/'mta'mirigl/ 
/'ma2lf3:'meijn/ 
/ 'mis'kwaut/ 
/ 'non'peimsnt/ 
/ 'aedva'taizmant/ 
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'sub'lime 
'ultra'fashionable 
'under'estimate 
'vice'chancellor 
'halffinished 
/ 'sAb'laim/ 
/ 'Altra'fcElnabl/ 
/ 'Andar'estimeit/ 
/ 'vais'tla:ns9l9/ 
/'ha:ffinijt/ 
Prefixes are applied to free root morphemes or bound roots. Prefix + 
free root morpheme is 'accent neutral'. We have already given examples of 
such morphemes with prefixes above. 
Suffixes normally do not affect accentual pattern but quite often when 
they modify the grammatical category of the free morpheme, the accented 
pattern is modified, 
For Example 
usual^usually 
foolish->foolishly; 
separate->separately; 
lead->leader; 
lion—>lioness; 
/ 'ju:3U3l / -> / 'ju:3U9li / 
/'fu:lij/ ->/'fu:hJli/ 
/ 'seprait / -^ / 'sepratli / 
/li:d/ -^/ ' l i ida/ 
/ 'iaian / —> / 'laisnis / 
tiger->tigress. /'taiga/ ^ / ' t a ig r s s / 
There are some words ending with the suffixes -ain, -aire, -eer, -ental, -
ese, -esce, -escence, -escent, -esque, -ique, -itis, -ee, -ette, -ete, -ade which are 
stressed on the suffix. 
For example: 
-ain 
ob'tain /sb'tein/ 
main'tain /msin'tem/ 
per'tain /pa'tein/ 
-aire 
millio'naire /'milja'nes/ 
question'naire /kwestjs'nea/ 
re'fain /rifrem/ 
ascer'tain /assa'tein/ 
-eer 
engi'neer /endsi'nis/ volun'teer /volan'tis/ 
marke'teer /maiki'tia/ career 
mountai'neer /maunta'nia/ 
-ental 
experi'mental 
funda'mental 
acci'dental 
depart'mental 
/iksperi'mentl 
/fAnda'mentl/ 
/asksi'dent!/ 
/dipa:t'mentl/ 
/ks'ria/ 
-ential 
exis'tential 
provi'dential 
presi'dential 
/egzis'tenjsl/ 
/provi'denjl/ 
/prezi'denjl/ 
-ese 
Bur'mese 
Assa'mese 
-esce 
coa'lesce 
conva'lesce 
acqui'esce 
-escent 
ado'lescent 
effervescent 
-esque 
pictu'resque 
gro'tesque 
bur'lesque 
tech'nique 
-itis 
neu'ritis 
bron'chitis 
/b9'mi:z/ 
/2esa:'mi:z/ 
/ksua'les/ 
/konvs'les/ 
/sekwi'es/ 
/aeda'lesent/ 
/efs'vesent/ 
/piktja'resk/ 
/groi'tesk/ 
/b3: 'lesk/ 
/tek'ni:k/ 
/njua'raitis/ 
/broo'kaitis/ 
Chi'nese 
Japa'nese 
-escence 
effervescence 
ado'lescence 
conva'lescent 
-ique 
phy'sique 
u'nique 
cri'tique 
arth'ritis 
laryn'gitis 
/tjai'niiz/ 
/dsasp'niiz/ 
/efaVesns/ 
/aeda'lesns/ 
/konva'lesent/ 
/frzi:k/ 
/ju'ni:k/ 
kri'ti:k/ 
/a:0'raitis/ 
/laerin'dsaitis/ 
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-ee -ette 
pay'ee 
addres'see 
employ'ee 
abscen'tee 
-ete 
de'lete 
con'crete (v) 
-ade 
barri'cade 
/pei'i:/ 
/asdre'si:/ 
/im'ploi:/ 
/aebsan'ti:/ 
/di'li:t/ 
/koQ'kriit/ 
/baeri'keid/ 
eti'quette 
ciga'rette 
ga'zette 
silhou'ette 
rep'lete 
com'plete 
/eti'ket/ 
/sigs'ret/ 
/gs'zet/ 
/silu'et/ 
/rip'li:t/ 
/kam'pliit/ 
de'grade 
per'suade 
/di'greid/ 
/pa'sweid/ 
cas'cade 
lemo'nade 
/kaes'keid/ 
/lema'neid/ 
The inflectional suffixes -es. -ing, -ed and the derivational suffixes such 
as -age, -ance, -en, -er, -ess, -ful, -hood, -ice, -ish, -ive, -less, -ly, -ment, -ness, 
-or, -ship, -ter, -ure, -y, -zen do not normally affect the stress. 
'match /'maetj/ 'matches /'mastjiz/ 
be'gin 
want 
break 
ap'pear 
/bi'gi-.n/ 
/'wont/ 
/'breik/ 
/a'piea / 
be'ginning 
'wanted 
'breakage 
appearance 
/ bi'gi:nir)/ 
/ 'wontid/ 
/ 'breikids/ 
/a'pierans/ 
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bright 
'write 
god 
care 
child 
'coward 
/•brait/ 
/ 'rait/ 
/•god/ 
/'kes/ 
/•tjaild/ 
/'kauad/ 
'brighten 
'writer 
'goddess 
'careful 
'childhood 
'cowardice 
/ 'braitn/ 
/' raita/ 
/ 'godes/ 
/ 'kesfl/ 
/ 'tjaildhud/ 
/ 'kauadis/ 
fool /•fu:l/ 'foolish / 'fu-.hj/ 
at'tract 
aim 
bad 
ap'point 
'bitter 
'conquer 
'fellow 
fail 
blood 
/a'traskt/ 
/•eim/ 
/'baed/ 
/s'paint/ 
/'bits/ 
/'kDQka/ 
/'feb: / 
/'fell/ 
/'blAd/ 
at'tractive 
'aimless 
'badly 
ap'pointment 
'bitterness 
'conqueror 
'fellowship 
'failure 
'bloody 
/a'trsektiv/ 
/ 'eimlas/ 
/ 'bsdli/ 
/a'psintmsnt/ 
/ 'bitanes/ 
/ 'kooksra/ 
/ 'feb: lip/ 
/ 'feiljs/ 
/ 'blAdi/ 
'city /'siti/ 'citizen /'sitizn/ 
It will be relevant to record a few remarks on the stress patterns in free or 
bound morphemes with suffixes. The following working list is useful for 
pedagogical purposes. 
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Adjective + Nominal Suffix, 
such as 'bitter + ness' /'bitanes/ 
The accentual pattern on the root morpheme is not affected. 
Adjective + Nominalization suffix 
fa'miliar + ity -> famili'arity /famili'srati/ 
'drama + tic -> dra'matic /dra'msetik/ 
'photograph + ic -> photo'graphic /fsuta'grjefik/ 
It should be noted that if the main word to which prefix is added is used 
in a sense different from that attributed to it when the prefix is added, e.g. 
discourage, there will be only one stress /dis'kArids/. This is because 'courage' 
is not used as a verb. Some other examples are: 
in'ordinate An'oidmal/ 
un'doubted Mn'dautid/ 
under'line /Anda'lam/ 
There are some very common words which use the above mentioned prefixes, 
but if the stress on the main morpheme is on the first syllable no stress on the 
prefix is used. Some of the examples are: 
im'possible Am'posabl/ 
un'usual /An'ju:3U3l/ 
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un'fortunate 
arch'bishop 
arch'deaconry 
halfpenny 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ o a A M d ^ ^ S ^ 
/aitl'bijap/ 
/a:tl'di:k9nri:/ 
/ha:f p9ni:/or /'heipni/ 
Alan Cruttenden (1997) has used grammatical categories to make general 
statements on stress pattern in English.^ They are (1) verbs and adverbs. 
Primary accent stress falls on the penultimate syllable when the final syllable 
contains a short vowel in an open vowel or followed by only one consonant: 
For Example: 
surrender 
'palish 
as'tonish 
ex'cessive 
'riding 
/sa'renda/ 
/'peilij/ 
/ss'tDni]/ 
/ik'sesiv/ 
/'raidiQ/ 
ex'plicit Aks'plisit/ 
In other cases given below, primary accent falls on the final 
syllable. 
'' Cruttenden, Alan, Gimson's Pronunciation of English, 5"" ed., Arnold Publishers, London, 1997, 
pp.201-02. 
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For Example 
re'late /ri'Ieit/ 
chas'tize /tjes'taiz/ 
sub'lime /sab'laim/ 
a'lone /a'laun/ 
re'ject /n'dsekt/ 
a'rrive /a'raiv/ 
ab'rupt /ab'rApt/ 
enter'tain /enta'tem/ 
If the syllable contains a short-vowel, it is to be disregarded and the accentual 
pattern mentioned under [1] above is to be followed. 
For Example 
'moment /'maumant/ 
'quantity /'kwontati/ 
'innocence /'inasns/ 
If the final syllable contains a long vowel, primary stress falls on that 
syllable 
For Example 
i'dea /ai'dia/ 
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ma'chine /ma'ji-.n/ 
dis'pute /disp'ju:t/ ^ t J f 'M^ 
after'noon /a:ft3'nu:n/ 
ca'tarrh /ks'ta:/ 
Daniel Jones advises foreign learners of the English language to use double 
stress in case of doubt. 
3.3.4 Words Consisting of Double Stress Syllables: 
There are some words which are pronounced with a double stress where the 
stress is subject to rhythmical variations, For example: 
'a 'men /'a:'men/ 
'he'llo /'hs'bu/ 
'in'born /'m'bo:n/ 
'in'bred /'m'bred/ 
'in'laid /'m'leld/ 
'post'date /'psust'deit/ 
Numerals from 'thir'teen to 'nine'teen: 
thirteen /'e3:'ti:n/ 
fourteen /'fD:'ti:n/ 
fifteen /Tiftim/ 
sixteen /'siks'ti:n/ 
seventeen /'sevn'ti:n/ 
eighteen /'ei'tirn/ 
nineteen /'nain'ti:n / 
There are still certain words which are pronounced with double stress 
or stress only on the last syllable, which again are subject to rhythmic 
variation. Some of these words are: 
'prin'cess /'prin'ses/ 
'sar'dine /'sa:'di:n/ 
'bam'boo /'bsem'bu:/ 
'India'rubber /'indis'rAbs/ 
There are many proper names which have the same pattern as the above-
mentioned words: 
'Ban'tu /'basn'tu:/ 
•Ben'gal /'ben'ga:l/ 
•Ber'lin /•b3:'li:n/ 
'Black'heath /'bla2k'hi:e/ 
'Car'lyle /'ka:'lail/ 
'Pan'ama /'pas'nama:/ 
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'Dun'dee 
'White'hall 
/'dAn'di:/ 
/•waif ho: 1/ 
It will be relevant to pause here to show how rhythmic variations affect 
stress shift in double-stressed words used in sentences, or phrases. The 
following half a dozen examples will suffice to demonstrate how a stress on 
the first or second syllable in a word is treated in phrases or sentences because 
of the influence of the neighbouring stress. 
For example: 
(i) Princess Victoria 
a Royal Princess 
(ii) an 'India Rubber 'ball 
a 'piece of India 'rubber 
(iii) 'piccadilli 'circus 
'close to picca'dilli circus 
(iv) 'Waterloo 'station 
The 'train for water'loo 
(v) 'Dundee 'marmalade 
'going to Dun'dee 
(vi) sardine sandwiches 
A tin of sardine 
but 
but 
/ 'prinses vik'tD:ri3 / but 
/ 9 'roil pnn'ses / 
/an 'indis rAbs 'bo:l/ 
/a 'pi:s 3v india 'rAba/ 
/'pika:dili '53: kss/ 
/ 'kbus tu pika:'dili S3: kas / 
/'wDt9lu:'steijn / but 
/ 63 'trein fa wota'lu: / 
/'dAndi: 'ma:m3leid/ 
/ 'gauir) tu dAn'di: / 
/'sa:dl:n 'sa2nwid3iz/ 
a tin av sa:'di:n 
but 
but 
Stress Shift in double stress words also occurs when some special 
emphasis is desired. This emphasis may be for intensity or for contrast. In 
such cases secondary stress is reinforced and becomes as strong as the primary 
stress. Some examples are given below: 
Normal Stress Modified Stress 
ifunda'mental AfAnda'mentl/ 'funda'mental /'fAnda'mentl/ 
idistri'bution /|distri'bju:Jn/ 'distri'bution /'distri'bjuijn/ 
iresponsi'bility /irisponsa'bibti/ 'responsi'bility /nspDnsa'bibti/ 
idisa'ppearance /idisa'piarans/ 
ire'commend /ire'ka'mend/ 
lartifi'cially /laitifi'Jali/ 
'disa'ppearance /disa'piarsns/ 
're'commend /'reks'mend/ 
•artifi'cially /'a.tifi'lali/ 
In the following cases primary stress is modified to secondary or no stress for 
emphasis or contrast: 
'un'less 
'spec'tator 
'psy'chology 
'gesti'culate 
'mu'tation 
/an'les/ 
/'spek'teita/ 
/'sai'kobdfi/ 
.un'less 
(Spec'tator 
ipsy'chology 
/'dsesti'kuleit/ ,gesti'culate 
/'mju:'teijn/ ,mu'tation 
/,9n'les/ 
/|Spek'teit9/ 
/iSai'kobdfi/ 
/,d3esu'kuleit/ 
/imju:'tei|n/ 
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The above type of modification is more noticeable in polysyllabic words 
such as: 
'represen'tationai, / ireprizen'teijni/ 
'characteristically / (kaerakta'ristikali / 
'vulnera'bility / jVAlnars'bilati / 
3.4 Stress in Compound Words: 
A compound word is made up of two or more words. It may be written 
as one word with or without a hyphen (between words). Some compound 
words have single stress on the first element while the others have double 
stress. The most common stress pattern in compound words is a single stress 
on the first syllable. Some of such commonly used words are: 
'appletree /'aepltri:/ 
'book budge /'bukbAds/ 
'bystander /'baistaenda/ 
'Bukinghamshire /'bAkirjgsmla/ 
'daybreak /'deibreik/ 
'midnight /'midnait/ 
'schoolmaster /'sku:lma:st9/ 
'snowfall /'snsufo:!/ 
'washing-stand 
'dinning-room 
'door-handle 
'figurehead 
'fire-place 
'flowerpot 
'painstaking 
'sitting-room 
'tea-party 
'waterproof 
'flute-player 
'grasshopper 
'hairbrush 
'housekeeper 
'jellyfish 
'pickpocket 
'smoking-compartment 
'thunder-storm 
'wind-screen 
/'wDJiQ-stsend/ 
/'damir)-ru:m/ 
/'dorhsendl/ 
/•figahed/ 
/'faispleis/ 
/'flsuspot/ 
/'pemzteikiQ/ 
/'sitir)-ru:m/ 
/'ti:-pa:ti/ 
/'wDt9pru:f/ 
/'flu:tplei3/ 
/'gra:shDp3/ 
/'heabrAj/ 
/'hauskiipa/ 
/'dselifil/ 
/'pikpokit/ 
/'sm9ukir)-k9m'pa:tm9nt/ 
/'9And9Sto:m/ 
/'windskri:n/ 
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3.4.1 Noun (N) + Noun (N): where a compound noun denotes 
single new idea rather than the combination of two ideas 
suggested by the original words, single stress is used, 
'blackboard /'blaekbo:d/ 
'newcastle /'nju:ka:s9i/ 
'kingfisher /'kiQfija/ 
'blacksmith /'blasksmiG/ 
'greenhouse /'grimhaus/ 
'walking-stick /'wD:kir)-stik/ 
'goldsmith / 'gauldsmiB / 
'greengrocer /'grimgrauss/ 
where N+N has the meaning restricted to the second (N) single stress is 
used on the first element. 
'birthday /'by.Qdo/ 
'cart-horse / 'ka:t-hD:s / 
'darning-needle / 'da:nir)-ni:dl / 
3.4.2 (Adj. + Adj.) Double stress is used in compound adjectives: 
where the first element is adjective, e.g. 
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•red'hot 
'good'looking 
'old'fashioned 
'bad'tempered 
'absent'minded 
'first'class 
'second'hand 
'bare'headed 
'home'made 
'well'bread 
/ 'red'hot / 
/ 'gud'lukir) / 
/•auld'faelnd/ 
/ 'basd'tempad / 
/ 'asbsant'maindid / 
/•f3:st'kla:s/ 
/ 'sekand'hsnd / 
/ 'bea'hedid / 
/'hsum'meid / 
'^^^I'm 
I 'wel'bred / 10 
When the second element of a compound is felt to be of special 
importance, double stress is used: e.g. 'gas'stove has double stress because the 
second element has an implied contrast with the first but since a compound 
like 'gasengine has no particular contrast between 'engine' and anything else 
except a contrast between an engine worked by gas and engines work by other 
means there is single stress. Other examples are: 
'India'rubber / 'india'rAba / 
'" There is an exceptional case in which single stress is used, when the compound adjective is 
practically synonymous with its first element, e.g. 'oval-shaped, 'yd'owish-looking, contrasted with a 
compound like 'muddle-headed' where there is single stress. 
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..-f^.^^.f' 
'eye'witness / 'ai'witnas / 
"bow'window / 'bau'windo: / 
'armed'chair /'a:md' t jes / 
'church'yard /'tfeitfjaid / 
where double stress is used." 
Graveyard /'grevja:d/ 
is always said with single stress because there is no contrast in this case 
as is noticed in the examples given. 
When a compound noun is used attributively, it may have single 
stress, e.g. 'midsummer dav. Even in rhythmic modification, words like 
midsummer, midnight (attributive) retain their stress on the first 
element, 'mid'winter which is not used attributively, has double stress. " 
There are certain miscellaneous compounds which have double 
stress- of course subject to rhythmic variations and to emphasis- which 
are not covered under the principles stated above. 
Some of these compounds are listed below: 
" Graveyard is always said with single stress, because there is no contrast in this case as we have noticed in the 
examples given. 
'" Daniel Jones has remarked that "it is often difTlcult to give satisfactory reasons for assigning a word lo ihc 
classes mentioned above. In numerous cases both elements of the words are felt to be important for reasons ol" 
contrast or otherwise, and the treatment of the stress may depend simply on a very small balance of iniponancc 
which it is not easy to estimate," Daniel Jones, op. cii., p.260. 
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'down'hill 
•up'hill 
'down'stairs 
'up'stairs 
'here'by 
'here'in 
'here'inafter 
'here'tofore 
'here'upon 
'wherea'bouts 
'there'abouts 
'there'by 
'there'in 
'there'upon 
'where'upon 
'hence'forth 
'hence'forward 
'thence'forth 
'thence'forward 
(interrogative adv.) 
/ 'daun'hil / 
/ 'Ap'hil / 
/ 'daun'steaz / 
/ 'Ap'steaz / 
/ 'hia'bai / 
/ 'hia'rin / 
/ 'hi9r'ina:ft9 / 
/ 'hia'tufo: / 
/ 'hiar'apon / 
/ 'weara'bauts / 
/ 'Seara'bauts / 
/ 'dear'bai/ 
/ 'deaVin / 
/ 'desra'pon / 
/'weara'pon / 
/ 'hens'forG / 
/ 'hens'faiwad / 
/ •6ens'fo:e / 
/ 'dens'forwad / 
ss 
'else'where / 'els'wea / 
'in'side / 'm'said / 
'out'side / 'aut'said / 
'along'side / a'loo'said / 
'sea'side /'si:'said/ 
'in'doors / 'in'do-.z / 
'out'doors / 'aut'do:z / 
'up'turn / 'Ap't3: n / 
'mean'time / 'mi:n'taim / 
'mean'whiie / 'mi:n'wail / 
'passer-'by / 'paiss'bai / 
'point'blank / 'pDint'blseQk / 
It has been mentioned, while discussing stress in English, in the present 
chapter, that in the articulation of any connected speech or sound sequence, a 
peak of prominence is automatically formed. It is borne out by the pulmonic 
chest pulse theory accepted by phoneticians. The extra breath force applied to 
a particular sound in a sequence of utterance forms these peaks of prominence. 
Only vowels and certain syllabic consonants are responsible for such peaks. 
This phenomenon is a proven fact and does not require much elaboration. The 
S9 
points to be considered is whether the formation of such peaks of prominence 
is a natural physiological phenomenon only or does it have any significant 
functional role to play in the language concerned? In English we have seen 
that if the right stress is not placed on a particular syllable, the word is either 
incomprehensible or else its grammatical category is blurred. For example, 
orthographically represented, 'absent' is one word consisting of two syllables. 
But semantically, the word has two functions distinguished by the placing of 
the stress. If the stress is on the first syllable the word functions as an 
adjective. If the stress is on the second syllable its function changes to a verb. 
Besides this change of the grammatical category with changed meaning, there 
is a change in the articulation of the vowel sound as well. The change in 
grammatical category entails a change in the semantic implications as well. 
For example, absent, with its stress on the first syllable means a quality or a 
condition requiring a noun if it occurs in the semantic category of Subject or it 
may occur finally if it occurs in the category of Predicate for example: 
Subject Predicate 
The absent staff / will be punished. 
Almost the entire staff/ absented themselves. 
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The phonological change to denote the change in the grammatical 
status of the word is ae -> 9 and as <- a . In English because of the 
requirements of rhythmical variation, the stress pattern undergoes 
modifications. 
In English, stress is phonemic as it differentiates one syllable from the 
other by leading to prominence on one particular syllable with reduction of 
prominence to other syllable. Sometimes it uses elision (disappearance of the 
syllable altogether) in order to make the peak of prominence distinct. Thus in 
English, stress is phonologically phonemic and semantically distinctive in 
function. But in Urdu, though the physiological chest pulse phenomenon is 
applicable, stress is prominent in the sense that it differentiates one syllable 
from the other but is not distinctive in regard to its function. 
3.5 Word Stress in Urdu 
Iqtidar H. Khan in his doctoral dissertation, ''A Comparative and 
Contrastive Study of Standard Urdu and Standard Hindr (Aligarh Muslim 
University, 1999, p.66) has tried to establish that long vowels alone are 
responsible for constituting syllables in Urdu. If his view is accepted, it will 
be difficult to analyze the syllabic feature of some words such as: 
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Urdu words 
qalam 
sabaq 
qadam 
aqalmand 
qa-b-m 
s9-b9-q 
qa-da-m 
a-qal-mand 
English Translation 
pen 
lesson 
step 
wise 
The difficulty can be overcome if it is understood that Urdu, like Hindi, 
is a syllable timed language where a consonant cannot be pronounced without 
an accompanying final vowel sound '9' in a word without a long vowel which 
Iqtidar H. Khan has called a 'matm\ This short phoneme forms a syllable in 
a word like 'qalam', which has two syllables [q+9/ 1+9 / m+9]. The third 
X 
syllable does not come into existence because the consonant 'm' does not get 
functionally a vowel support because of its occurrence in the final position of 
the sound sequence. However, the structure of stress in syllables of all vowels 
excepting '9' is made prominent because of long vowels. A classification of 
the stress patterns of syllables with varying numbers is given below: 
3.5.1 Disyllabic words (short + short vowels) 
Urdu Words English Version 
batakh / batak / duck 
qasam / q9S9m / swear 
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asar 
fasal 
qillat 
himmat 
aqal 
diqqat 
hikmat 
qismat 
ghaflat 
amal 
patang 
palak 
halaq 
falaq 
Saman 
asal 
badal 
/ 3S9r / 
/ fasal / 
/qill9t/ 
/ himmst / 
/ aqal / 
/ diqqat / 
/ hikmat / 
/ qismat / 
/ Maflat / 
/ amal / 
/ pataQg / 
/ palak / 
/ halaq / 
/ falaq / 
/ saman / 
/ asal/ 
/ badal / 
3.5,2 Disyllabic words (short + long vowels) 
effect 
crop 
shortage 
brave 
wisdom 
difficulty 
effort / trick 
luck 
negligence 
work 
kite 
eyelash 
throat 
sky 
proper name 
real 
change 
dahi 
kahi 
/da'hi:/ 
/ka'hi:/ 
curds 
said 
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kisi 
udhaar 
Rafeeq 
mufeed 
Anees 
kitaab 
Quraan 
bura 
halka 
tufaan 
hisaab 
kisi 
abhi 
hari 
/ki'si:/ 
/u'dha:r/ 
/ r9'fi:q / 
/ mu'fi:d/ 
/ 3'ni:s / 
/ ki'ta:b / 
/ qu'ra:n / 
/ bu'ra: / 
/ hal'ka: / 
/tu'fa:n/ 
/ hi'sa:b / 
/ ki'si: / 
/ 9'bhi: / 
/ ha'ri: / 
3.5.3 Disyllabic words (long + short vowels) 
khaalid / 'xa:lid/ 
maalik 
baarish 
khaatir 
/ 'mailik / 
/ 'ba-.nj/ 
/ 'xa:tir / 
any one 
loan 
proper name 
useful 
proper name 
book 
Holy book 
bad 
light 
storm 
calculation 
else 
now 
green 
proper name 
owner 
raining 
hosting 
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qeemat 
aadat 
haalat 
aakhir 
gaajer 
aafat 
Aadam 
kaaghaz 
faazil 
haakim 
pokher 
sautan 
/ 'qi:m3t / 
/ 'ardat/ 
/ 'ha:bt / 
/ 'a:xir / 
/ 'ga:d33r / 
/ 'aifat / 
/ 'a:d9m / 
/ 'ka:69z / 
/ 'faizil / 
/ 'ha:kim / 
/ 'po:kh3r / 
/ 'sautan / 
price 
habit 
condition 
last 
carrot 
problem 
Prophet's name 
paper 
extra 
officer 
pond 
second wife 
Liquid consonants or consonant clusters consist of at least one liquid 
consonant or doubling of consonant, where short vowels have a tendency to 
carry greater prominence than other consonants with short vowels. The liquid 
consonants are /1, m, n, Q/, and nazalizations. 
3.5.4 (a) Trisyllabic words (Short+short+short vowels) 
Mashaqqat / maja'qqat / (Doubling consonant affecting stress) Hard work 
Muqaddar / muq34d3r / (Doubling consonant affecting stress) destiny 
Munawwar /muna'wwar/ (Doubling consonant affecting stress) happiness 
Samander / saman'dar / (stress because preceding the just voiced nasal) Sea 
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Chuqander /ijuqan'dar/ (Doubling consonant affecting stress) beetroot 
(b) Trisyllabic words (Short+short+Iong vowels) 
Urdu Words 
samajhdar / samadsh'dair / 
Engish Version 
intelligent 
izzatdar / izz3t'da:r / responsible 
(secondary stress because of doubling consonant) 
musalman / musal'main / Muslim 
qabristan 
Hindustan 
behaya 
mashwara 
tazkira 
bewaqoof 
(c) Trisyllabic 
afghani 
tabadla 
gunahgar 
parhezgar 
sawari 
naqabposh 
is.ii<aya 
/ qabris'tarn / 
/ hindus'ta:n / 
/ behs'ja: / 
/ majva'ra: / 
/ tazki'ra: / 
/bew3'qu:f/ 
words (Short+long+long 
/ 9f 5a:ni: / 
/ ta'ba-.dla: / 
/ gu'na:hga:r / 
/ p3r'he:zga:r / 
/ S3'wa:ri: / 
/na'qaibpo:}/ 
/ ki'raija: / 
graveyard 
India 
shameless 
advice 
story 
fool 
vowels) 
from Afghanistan 
transfer 
culprit 
care conscious 
passenger/conveyanc 
masked 
rent 
t v ^ sv^ 
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(d) Trisyllabic words (Long+Short+Short vowels) 
bekhabar 
adatan 
matehat 
halatan 
befikar 
basabab 
bakhaber 
/ 'beixabsr / 
/ 'a:d9t9n / 
/ 'maitahat / 
/ 'hailatan / 
/ 'be-.fikar / 
/ 'baisabab / 
/'barxsbar/ 
unaware 
by habit 
subordinate 
condition 
carefree 
without reason 
aware 
bevaqoof 
haziri 
qafila 
Pakistan 
/•be:w9qu:f/ 
/ 'ha:ziri; / 
/ 'qa:fila: / 
/ 'pa:kista:n / 
(e) Trisyllabic words (Long + Short + Long vowels ) 
foolish 
presence 
procession 
proper name 
Mumphali /'murmphsli: / peanuts 
(f) Trisyllabic Sords (Long + Long + Long vowels ) 
a colour 
sky-blue 
beauty 
negligence 
anger 
badami 
asmani 
khoobsurti 
nadani 
narazgi 
/ba:'da:mi: / 
/ a:s'ma:ni: / 
/ xu:b'su:rti: / 
/na:d'a:ni: / 
/ na:'ra:zgi: / 
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3.5.3 (a) Polysyllabic words (Short+Short+Short+Short vowels) 
shaharbadar /'Joharbsdar/ exile (taripar) 
idharudhar 
nafratan 
harkatan 
adalbadal 
/ 'idharudhar / 
/'nafsratan/ 
/ 'harakatan / 
/ a'dalbadal / 
here and there 
animosity/hatred 
by habit/action 
exchange 
(b) Polysyllabic words (Short+Short+Short+Long vowels) 
husnparasti 
sharmindagi 
badqismati 
matargashti 
zabardasti 
/ 'husnparasti: / 
/ jar'mindagi: / 
/ bad'qismati: / 
/ matar'gajti: / 
/zabar'dasti: / 
lover of beauty 
shame 
unfortunate 
free lancing 
by force 
(c) Polysyllabic words (Short+Short+Long+Long vowels) 
pehelwani / pahal'waini: / show of strength 
meherbani / meher'baini: / kindness 
dardmandana 
qismatwala 
rehmatwala 
/ dardman'dama: / 
/ 'qismatwa:la: / 
/'rehmatwa:la: / 
symp; 
lucky 
kind 
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negehbani 
pareshani 
/nigeh'ba:ni: / 
/ pare'Jami: / 
look after 
trouble 
(d) Polysyllabic words (Short+Long+Long+Long vowels) 
perhezgari / p3rhe:z'ga:ri: / self-care 
mehmandari 
mubarakbadi 
surmedani 
qurankhani 
mukhalifeen 
/meh'ma:nda:ri: / 
/mu'ba:rkba:di:/ 
/surmeda:ni: / 
/qura:nxwa:ni: / 
/ mu'xa:li:fi:n / 
hospitality 
congratulation 
box containing 
eye power 
prayer 
opponents 
(e) Polysyllabic words (Long+Long+Long+Long vowels) 
anakani 
marapiti 
kalapani 
dukandari 
kalabazari 
/ 'a:na:ka:ni: / 
/'ma:ra:pi:ti: / 
/ 'ka:la:pa:ni: / 
/ 'du:ka:nda:ri: / 
/'ka:la:ba:za:ri: / 
avoidance 
quarrel 
exile 
shop keeping 
black marketing 
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3.6 Words consisting of Prefixes: 
Prefixes in Urdu are mainly adjectival: 
They function as intensifier and have their own semantic functional 
status for example / be'da:5 / = be + da:5 spotless. 
Examples indicates that / be: / has its semantic value of negative 
meaning but cannot function grammatically as an independent item. 
Other examples which are quite frequently used are: 
baddoa 
nalayaq 
najaiz 
/ 'bad / + / dua / 
/ 'na: / + / la:jaq / 
/ 'na: / + / d3a:iz / 
curse 
useless 
illegal 
In these prefixes, the stress falls on the prefix. It should be noted that 
these prefixes are negative. Positive prefixes may not be stressed, e.g. 
/ba:s9la:hij9t/ (efficient). In this example, it is optional to have one or two 
stresses. Suffixes affect stress only when they are formed by inflections using 
long vowels. Such as 
aurat 
aurte 
beti 
betija 
/ 'aurat/ 
/ 'aurte / 
/be:'ti:/ 
/ be:'ti:ja / 
woman 
women 
daughter 
daughters 
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Compounds (a) prefix + noun (be: + da:8 ) 
(b) prefix + Adjective (na:+ xul) 
spotless 
anger 
Other prefixes, wiiich can constitute compounds, are rare. However, wherever 
there is a compound of this type, stress falls on the prefix. Given below are a 
few examples of stress patterns in compound words: 
(c) Adj. + Adj. / ka'tjitja: + pa'kka: / unripe+ripe 
naramgaram 
(d) Adj. + noun 
/ 'naram + 'garam / 
/g9r9m + m9'sa:la: / 
hot and cold 
hot spices 
/ 'bad + ta'mi:z / impertinent 
/ 'be + 'matlab / without reason 
3.7 Stress in Compound Words 
Stress on a compound word falls on the item which contains the core 
meaning but stress can shift because of the requirement of rhythm, 
pitch variation, comparison or contrast. 
3.8 Functional Shift of Stress 
Stress shift in Urdu is not functional, as it is in English. This is 
evident from the examples given above while talking about stress in 
affixation in English. Since in Urdu, word stress is largely dependent 
upon syllables containing long vowels or what are called inafras. 
stress shift occurs either between these long vowels or sometimes, 
though not very fi-equently, from syllables containing long vowels to 
syllables containing short vowels. 
Contrast: e.g. the following neutral utterance: 
/ 'aesa: qis'sa: 'sunne me kam 'a:ta: has / 
(Aisa qissa sunne me kam aata hai) 
(such a story is very rare.) 
for contrast stress of one particular word may become 
significantly prominent so that other stresses are shifted from 
primary to secondary stress, e.g. 
/ sesa: kis'sa: isunne me ,k9m ,a:ta: hse / 
Likewise, stress shift may affect other disyllabic words in the 
above example even by emphasizing a monosyllabic word, e.g. 
/ lassa: kis,sa: 'sunne me jkam a:ta: has / 
Likewise, for emphasis or contrast, extra prominence may be 
given to any syllable in the utterance. 
3.8.1 Pitch Variation: For purposes of choosing a particular tone and 
dividing the utterance into tone groups, pitch variation takes place on a 
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particular syllable or sequence of syllables. In such a case, stress shift 
- as contrasted with the neutral form of the utterance - takes place. 
For example: 
/ pitjhle tjha mahi:no se / a:p / kja:/ kar rshe he / 
(pichchley che maheeno=se aap kya kar rahehe=?) 
(What have you been doing since the last six months?) 
Stress can be shifted in words of.more than one syllables considering the 
attitude of the speaker and the meaning which he intends to convey. It is 
relevant to note here that such type of freedom is not available in English. For 
example, in an utterance in English the stress falls on a particular syllable in 
connected speech as it falls in isolation e.g 
Aca'demic, /seka'demik insti'tution /insti'tjujn/ 
This is an aca'demic insti'tution. 
The above examples indicate that the stress is fixed in English words ending 
with the suffixes i.e. in these words the stress falls on the suffix. But in Urdu. 
there is no fixed place for the word stress as it may fall on first syllable or in 
some words on the suffix or on any other syllable. 
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CHAPTER —IV 
COMPARISON OF THE SYLLABLE STRUCTURES AND WORD 
STRESS PATTERNS IN URDU AND BRITISH ENGLISH 
4.1 Syllable Structure of English and Urdu: A Comparison 
Given below are a few English words showing syllable structure, which 
has already been described by renowned phoneticians. Against each structure 
there are Urdu words showing the syllable structure as pronounced by educated 
Urdu speakers. 
4.1.1 Monosyllabic words: 
Syllable 
Structure 
V 
cv 
Syllable Structure 
In Normal English 
English Words 
translation 
eye 
1 
or 
air 
are 
ear 
tea 
thy 
high 
say 
to 
go 
/a i : / 
/a i : / 
/o:(r)/ 
/ e a / 
/ a : / 
/ I 9 / 
/ t i : / 
/6ai:/ 
/hai:/ 
/sei/ 
/tu:/ 
/gau/ 
Syllable Structure 
in Normal Urdu 
Urdu Words Approximate 
/a : / 
/ e / 
lo:l. 
come 
terms of 
address 
/ d o / 
/tu:/ 
/bu:/ 
Ivnel 
/sa:/ 
/ s e / 
two 
you, thou 
smell 
in 
like 
from 
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ccv 
cccv 
ccccv 
vc 
sky 
fly 
sly 
flay 
tray 
plea 
play 
glee 
straw 
spray 
stray 
strew 
No exampl 
available. 
it 
at 
on 
of 
all 
in 
up 
eat 
/skai / 
/flai/ 
/slai/ 
/flei/ 
/trei / 
/pli:/ 
/plei/ 
/gli:/ 
/ stro: / 
/ sprei / 
/ strei / 
/ stru: / 
les 
/ i t / 
/ s t / 
/on/ 
/of/ 
ly\l 
/ i n / 
/ A p / 
/ i : t / 
/ kja: / 
/kjo:n/ 
what 
why 
This structure is not possible 
in Urdu. 
/a:d3/ 
/a:g/ 
/Ab/ 
/e:k/ 
/aur/ 
/ a:s / 
/ i s / 
/u:n/ 
today 
fire 
now 
one 
and 
hope 
this 
wool 
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vcc 
vccc 
cvc 
cvcc 
ink 
ilk 
able 
old 
act 
else 
and 
acts 
asks 
put 
hut 
cut 
fit 
feed 
food 
peak 
pot 
shoot 
man 
tucked 
hashed 
D , , ) U 
U U l U 
bulk 
sulk 
/iijk/ 
/ilk/ 
/eibl 
/auld/ 
/sekt/ 
/e lz / 
/asnd/ 
/ sekts/ 
/a:sks/ 
/put/ 
/hAt/ 
/kAt/ 
/fit/ 
/ fi:d / 
/ fu:d / 
/pi:k/ 
/pot/ 
/lu:t/ 
/maen/ 
/ tAkt / 
/hffijt/ 
/bAlb/ 
/bAlk/ 
/SAlk/ 
/umr/ 
/3ql/ 
/3Sl/ 
/itr/ 
/ijk/ 
/ilm 
/Ad3r/ 
age 
wise 
real 
perfume 
excessive love 
knowledge 
return 
This Structure is not possible 
in Urdu 
/ ra:t / 
/ gu i / 
/sor / 
/ha:e/ 
/na:m/ 
/dil/ 
/ d m / 
/ Jam / 
/la:m/ 
/kam/ 
/qadar/ 
/fArd/ 
/mArd/ 
/shart/ 
qArz 
night 
flower 
head 
hand 
name 
heart 
day 
dignity 
evening 
ear 
respect 
person 
male 
bet 
loan 
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cvccc 
cvcccc 
ccvc 
cccvc 
ccccvc 
facts 
text 
next 
masks 
texts 
sculpts 
Sixths 
tries 
flies 
proof 
small 
spot 
stock 
straight 
sprays 
string 
strain 
spring 
sprite 
/ faskts / 
/tekst/ 
/nekst/ 
/ma:sks/ 
/ teksts / 
/skAlpts / 
/ siksGs / 
/ tralz / 
/flalz/ 
/pru:f/ 
/smo:l/ 
/ spot / 
/ stok / 
/ streit / 
/ spreiz / 
/ string/ 
/ strein / 
/sprmg 
/ spralt / 
This structure is not possible 
in Urdu 
This structure is not possible 
in Urdu 
/pja:r / love 
/pja:s/ thirst 
/pja:z/ onion 
In this structure, the initial 
consonant cluster of Urdu in mono-
syllabic words is not possible, except a 
consonant + a semi-vowel / j /. 
This structure is not possible 
in Urdu 
No initial consonant cluster 
exceeding three consonant 
sounds is available in the 
monosyllabic structure of 
the syllable. 
This structure is not possible 
in Urdu 
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4.1.2 Disyllbic Structures: 
V-V = This structure is not 
available in English. 
V-CV 
VC-CV 
VCCCV 
airy 
eery 
over 
utter 
upper 
offer 
/ 'ea -ri / 
/ ' i 9 - r i / 
/'3U-V9/ 
/ 'A- t3 / 
/'A-pa/ 
/ 'o - fa / 
alter 
after 
Easter 
under 
inter 
actor 
ulster 
ultra 
intra 
infra 
angry 
untrue 
/ '3:l-t9 / 
/ ' a : f - t3 / 
/ 'i:s-t9 / 
/ 'An-da/ 
/ ' in-ta/ 
/ 'ask-ta / 
/ 'Als-t3 / 
/ 'Alt-ra / 
/ 'int-ra / 
/ 'mf-ra / 
/'aeng-ri/ 
/ 'An-tru: / 
/ a ia : / 
/ a : i : / 
/a:e:/ 
/ 'a :dha/ 
/ 'a:ja:/ 
/ 'a : la/ 
/ ' a : r i : / 
/ I ' s i : / 
/us i : / 
come 
(she) came 
(they/he) came 
half 
(he) came 
instrument 
saw-blade 
this 
him 
/ ' i t n a : / 
/'uska:/ 
/ 'uski:/ 
/ubla:/ 
/ umra: / 
/Arbi:/ 
this much 
his 
her 
boiled 
sites of Haj 
Arabic 
This structure is not available 
in Urdu. 
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V-CVC 
vc-cvc 
vcccvc 
cv-cv 
uppers / 
utters / 
others / 
udders / 
attires / 
assert / 
insert / 
enters / 
inborn / 
optic / 
inform / 
album 1 
instill 
ashtrays 
improve 
intrude 
intrigue 
emblem 
mono 
penny 
many 
daddy 
hello 
polo 
'A-pSz/ 
'A-t3z/ 
'A -69Z / 
'A-daz/ 
a'taiaz/ 
3's3:t/ 
'm-s3:t/ 
' 'en-t9z / 
''m-bo:n/ 
''o:p-tik/ 
'in-'fo:m/ 
'^asl-bam / 
1 ms-'til / 
1 'asl-trez / 
'im-'pru:v/ 
/m-'tru:d/ 
/ in-'trig / 
/'em-blam / 
/'mau-ngu/ 
/ 'pe-ni / 
/ 'me-ni / 
/ 'dae-di / 
/ 'he-l9u / 
/'pau-bu/ 
/'azi:m/ 
/'azi:z/ 
/ 'a:ra:m/ 
/'a:d3lz/ 
great 
relatives 
rest 
fed up 
/AZ-mAt / 
/usta:d/ 
/3rma:n/ 
/a:fta:b/ 
/a:sma:n/ 
gracious 
teacher 
wish/desire 
moon 
sky 
This structure is not possible 
in Urdu. 
/ sa'da: / 
/ka'ha:/ 
/di-ja:/ 
/'li-ja:/ 
/'la:-na:/ 
/'kha:-na:/ 
always 
said 
gave 
took 
bring 
food 
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CVC-CV 
CVC-CCV 
cv-cvc 
CVC-CVC 
= silky 
milky 
wiiisky 
mister 
sister 
Hitler 
= subdue 
simply 
subtlety 
puncture 
pimply 
= woman 
manage 
carriage 
marriage 
minute 
peanut 
= members 
captured 
masters 
falters 
hostess 
basket 
/ 'sil-ki / 
/'mil-ki/ 
/ 'wis-ki / 
/ 'mis-t9 / 
/ 'sis-t3 / 
/hit-l3/ 
/ 'sAb-dju: / 
/ 'sim-pli / 
/ 'sAt-lti / 
/'pAnk-tja/ 
/ 'pim-pli / 
/ 'wu-msn / 
/'mae-nid|/ 
/'ka2-rid3/ 
/ 'mas-rid3/ 
/'mi-nit/ 
/'pi:-nAt/ 
/'mem-baz/ 
/'kasp-tjbd/ 
/'ma:s-t9z/ 
/'fo:l-t9z/ 
/ 'h9us-tes / 
/'ba:s-kit/ 
/ 'sardi: / 
/ 'vardi:/ 
/ 'parda: / 
/ 'sabzi:/ 
/ 'bas-ti: / 
/'kash-ti:/ 
winter 
unifonn 
curtain 
vegetable 
village 
boat 
/ 'man-tri:/ minister 
/ 'san-tri: / watchman 
/ 'san-tra:/ orange 
/ 'maq-bra: / tomb 
/Ja:hid/ 
/d3a:hil/ 
/ma:lik/ 
/ka:hil/ 
/ 'pi:tal/ 
/ba:tu:ni/ 
witness 
illiterate 
owner 
lazy 
brass 
talkative 
/maz'du:r/ labourer 
/ma5'ru:r/ proud 
/tar'bu:z/ 
/ paeh-tjam/ 
/meh-ma:n/ guest 
/me:zba:n/ host 
watermelon 
acquaintance 
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CVCC-CVC= Capstan /'kasps-tan/ 
capsule /'kasps-ju:!/ 
symptom / 'simp-tam / 
CVCCCCVC- sunscreen /'sAnskri:n/ 
subscribe /'sAbskraib/ 
CCVCVCC = stipend / 'staipend / 
trident / 'traid«nt / 
frightened /'fraitend/ 
straightened /'streitend / 
CCVCCVCC= transits /'tramzits/ 
frequent /'friikwsnt/ 
pregnant / 'pregnant 
cross-legged /kros'legd/ 
fragrance / 'freigrans / 
fragment /'frasgmant/ 
CCVCCCVCC = 
transforms / 'tra:nsfo:mz / 
friendships / 'frendjips / 
frustration / frAs'treiJn / 
frostbites / 'frostbaitz / 
brownstones /'braunstaunz/ 
transmission /trffins'mijn/ 
This structure is not available 
in Urdu. 
This structure is not available 
in Urdu. 
This structure is not available 
in Urdu. 
This structure is not available 
in Urdu. 
This structure is not available 
in Urdu. 
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cccvcvc= 
stretches /'stretjiz/ 
stratum / 'straetam / 
sprocket / 'sprokit / 
squalid / 'skwolid / 
CVCVCCC = 
sufficient /sa'fiint/ 
collects / ka'lekts / 
selects / si'lekts / 
suggests /sA'd3ests/ 
surrounds /sa'raundz/ 
defects /di'fekts/ 
rejects / ri'dsekts / 
CVCVCCCC -
corruptions /ka'rApJnz/ 
corrections /ka'rekjnz/ 
4.1.3 Polysyllabic Structure: 
vcNcyc = episode 
epitaph 
epithet 
imitate 
isolate 
irritate 
/'episaud/ 
/'epita:f/ 
/'epiGet/ 
/'imiteit/ 
/'aisaleit/ 
/ 'iriteit / 
This structure is not available 
in Urdu. 
This structure is not available 
in Urdu. 
This structure is not available 
in Urdu. 
/9da:l9t/ 
/amamat/ 
/slaimat 
/iba:d3t/ 
imarat 
ijazst 
court 
entrusted things 
reason 
prayer 
building 
permission 
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cvcvcv = banana 
usually 
casually 
family 
remedy 
/ba'naina/ 
/ju:'3U9li/ 
/ 'kffi3U3li / 
/ 'faemali / 
/ 'remedi / 
CVCVCVC = develop /di'vebp/ 
diabolic /dais'bolik/ 
dialysis / dai'aebsis / 
fascinate / 'faesmeit / 
fellowship /'felaujip/ 
feminine /'femanm/ 
VCVCVCV = economy /j'koinami/ 
CVCVCCVCVC= 
photographic / fauta'grasfik / 
CVCCVCVCCVCV = 
lexicographer / leksi'kografa / 
CVCCVCVCCV= 
luxuriously / lAg'suariasli / 
CVCCVCVCVC= 
tantalizing / 'taentalaizin / 
/ni:la:mi: / 
/bi:ma:ri: / 
/s9va:ri:/ 
/kuva:ra:/ 
/kira:ja: / 
/na:m3qu:l/ 
/be:w9qu:f/ 
/la:wa:ns/ 
/d33wa:rish/ 
/guza:rish/ 
auction 
disease 
vehicle 
bachelor 
rent 
stupid 
fool 
orphan 
unani medicine 
request 
/adaibti:/ of court 
/ba:r3hw3fa:t / Birth of Prophet 
Mohammad 
/farmaibsrdari:/ obedience 
/t9shri:fa:vri/ arrival 
/ba:zhira:s9t/ custody 
4.2 Word Stress Patterns in English and Urdu : A Comparison 
Given below are a few English words with stress marked according to the British 
English pronunciation. Against each entry there are words indicating stress patterns 
in Urdu. The purpose of the two separate lists is to compare word stress patterns in 
the two languages under study. 
Words Stress Patterns 
in Normal English 
4.2.1 Disyllabic Words 
'increase 
'insult 
i'dea 
i'deal 
'English 
'England 
'drama 
'formal 
'action 
'normal 
pa'yee 
'photo 
res'ponse 
Words Stress Patterns 
in Normal Urdu 
/da 'hi: / 
/ka'hi:/ 
/ki'si:/ 
/u'dha:r/ 
/r3'fi:q/ 
/mu'fl:d/ 
/na'fKs/ 
/krta:b/ 
/qu'ra:n/ 
/bu'ra:/ 
/hAl'ka:/ 
/ t u : ' f a :n / 
/hi'sarb/ 
/ki'si:/ 
/3'bhi:/ 
curd 
said 
anyone 
loan 
proper name 
useful 
nice 
book 
Holy book 
bad 
light 
storm 
calculation 
else 
now 
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re'sult 
'symbol 
'valid 
'mischief 
4.2.2 Trisyllabic Words 
'musician 
'monograph 
'mischievous 
in'valid 
'intellect 
'in'formal 
'in'action 
i'dealism 
fan'tastic 
,Eu'ropean 
en'lighten 
dra'matic 
dis'turbance 
cou'rageous 
'cinema 
'analyse 
ad'vantage 
/ha'ri:/ 
/qi l lat / 
/himmat / 
/aqal/ 
/diqqst/ 
/qabris'tain/ 
/hmdus'tam 
green 
shortage 
brave 
wisdom 
difficulty 
graveyard 
/ India 
/beha'ja:/ shameless 
/majva'ra:/ advice 
/tazki'ra:/ story 
/bew9'qu:f/ fool 
/9f'5a:ni:/ from Afghanistan 
/ ta'baidla: / transfer 
/gu'na:hga:r/ culprit 
/p3r'he:zga:r/conscious 
/ S3'wa:ri: / conveyance 
/na'qarbpoj/ masked 
/ki'raija:/ rent 
/ 'beixabsr / unaware 
/ 'a idatan/ by habit 
/ 'maitahat / subordinate 
/ 'hailatsn/ condition 
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ab'normal 
,repre'sent 
4.2.3 Polysyllabic Words 
va'lidity 
universal 
systema'tize 
syste'matic 
resul'tative 
res'ponsible 
photo'graphic 
pho'tographer 
photo'graphy 
par'ticular 
o'riginal 
intel'lectual 
insu'fficient 
informative 
idea'listic 
for'mality 
exami'nee 
disadvantage 
/'beifikar/ carefree 
/ 'baisabab / without reason 
/ 'hargkatsn/ by habit/action 
/ a'dslbadal / exchange 
/ 'husnparssti: /lover of beauty 
/ Jar'mindagi:/ shame 
/bad'qismsti:/ unfortunate 
/matar'gajti:/ freelancing 
/zabar'dasti:/ by force 
/ pahal'waini: / show of strength 
/meher'bami:/ kindness 
/dardman'daina:/ sympathetic 
/'qismatwaila:/ lucky 
/'rehmatwaila:/ kind 
/ p3rhe:z'ga:ri: / self-care 
/meh'ma:nda:ri:/ hospitality 
/mu'ba:rkba:di:/ congratulation 
/'surmedami:/ box containing 
eye powder 
/qu'ra:nxwa:ni:/ prayer 
,inter,communi'cation 
,ir,responsi'bility 
.mispronun'ciation 
origi'nality 
photo'graphically 
revo'lutionary 
syste'matically 
/mu'xa:li:fi:n/ opponents 
/ 'a:na:ka:ni: / avoidance 
/'ma:ra:pi:ti:/ 
/'ka:Ia:pa:ni:/ 
/'du:ka:nda:ri:/ 
/'idharudhar/ 
quarrel 
exile 
shop keeping 
here and there 
/'nafratan/ animosity/hatred 
4.3 Functional Shift of Stress 
In English, there are a number of words of two syllables in which the accentual 
pattern depends on whether the word is used as a noun, an adjective or a verb. When the 
word is used as a noun or an adjective, the stress falls on the first syllable. When the 
word is used as a verb, the stress is on the second syllable. Examples: 
Noun/Adjectives Verbs 
'absent ab'sent 
'object 
'subject 
'permit 
'record 
'progress 
ob'ject 
sub'ject 
per'mit 
re'cord 
pro'gress 
There is no example available 
indicating such functional stress 
change in Urdu. 
4.3.1 Stress on Suffix 
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4.3.1 Stress on Suffix 
ob'tain 
per'tain 
re'frain 
ascer'tain 
millio'naire 
question'naire 
Assa'mese 
Chi'nese 
Japa'nese 
phy'sique 
un'ique 
cri'tique 
tech'nique 
pictu'resque 
gro'tesque 
bur'leseque 
pay'ee 
neu'ritis 
bron'chitis 
/gulda:n/ 
/su:dxo:r/ 
/hja:da:r/ 
/bAtJpan/ 
/zArxez/ 
/s9wa:la:t/ 
A)a:^9Jt/ 
/i:ma:ndari/ 
/baizigar/ 
d35aba:z/ 
/tja:lbaz/ 
/jarmiila/ 
/meherba:n/ 
/Isyki/ 
/mormi:/ 
/tIo:mi:/ 
/dhobsn/ 
/maibn/ 
/usta:ni:/ 
flowerpot 
usurper 
self respecting 
childhood 
fertile 
questions 
echo 
honesty 
acrobat/juggler 
flirt 
tricky person 
shy 
kind 
girl 
peacock(hen) 
thief (female) 
washerwoman 
gardner (she) 
lady teacher 
The above examples, indicate that the stress is fixed in English words ending with 
the suffixes i.e. in these words the stress falls on the suffix. But in Urdu, there is 
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no fixed place for the word stress as it may fall on first syllable or in some words 
on the suffix or on any other syllable. 
4.4 Syllable Structures in English and Urdu 
4.4.1 Similarities : 
In the monosyllabic words, the syllable structure 'CV (one consonant and 
one vowel) is very common in English and Urdu, several examples are 
available showing the frequency of the above structure (See Chapter II). 
Syllable Structures VC, VCC, CVC and CVCC are very frequently used in 
both the languages. These structures are very common in Urdu language as 
the Urdu speakers frequently use these words in day to day communication. 
In disyllabic words, the syllable structures V-CV, VC-CV, VC-VC and VCC-
VC are commonly used in English as well as Urdu speakers. These 
structures are generally used in content and lexical words. 
The syllable structures CVC-CV, CV-CVC and CVC-CVC are also very 
common in English and Urdu. 
In polysyllabic words, most of the syllable structures are very common in 
both the languages for example, V-CV-CVC, CV-CVC-V, CV-CV-CVC, V-
CV-CV-CV, CV-CV-CCV-CVC, CVC-CV-CVC-CV-CV, CVC-CV-CVC-CV and 
CVC-CV-CVC. 
Syllable structure CCCVC in monosyllabic words is not possible in English 
and Urdu, because no initial consonant cluster exceeding three consonant 
sounds is available in the monosyllabic words in English and Urdu. 
4.4.2 Dissimilarities : 
In monosyllabic words, the syllable structures V and CCV in English are 
very common, but in Urdu these are rare. The structure CCCCV is neither 
possible in English nor in Urdu. 
The syllable structure CCCV is easily available in English, but in Urdu more 
than two initial consonant clusters is not possible. 
The Syllable structure VCCC is rarely available in English, but it is not 
available in Urdu. 
The structures CVCCC and CVCCCC are commonly used in English, but in 
Urdu these structures are not possible. 
The Syllable structure CCVC and CCCVC are frequently used in English 
but these structures are not available in Urdu. However, the structure CCVC 
in rare, examples with consonant+a Semi-vowel /j/ is used in Urdu. Without 
semi-vowel, it is not possible. 
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In disyllabic structures, the structure V-V is not available in English, but is 
commonly used in Urdu. 
The structures VCC-CV and VC-CCVC are very common in English, but 
these structures are not possible in Urdu. 
The structures CVCC-CVC, CVCC-CCVC, CCV-CVCC, CCVC-VCC, CCVC-
CVCC, CCVCC-CVCC, CCCV-CVC, CV-CVCCC and CV-CVCCCC are 
frequently used in English, but these structures are not available in Urdu. 
4.5 Word Stress Patterns in English and Urdu 
4.5.1 Similarities : 
Strong stress without strong force of exhalation and consequent loudness 
is not found in English. The same is the case with Urdu. 
No syllable is unstressed in the two languages under study unless it contains 
one of the vowels / a, I /. 
Open vowels are mostly more prominent than close vowels; voiced 
consonants are more prominent than voiceless consonants in both the 
languages under study. 
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Polysyllabic words containing five or more than five syllables which may 
have two secondary stresses and one primary stress are easily available in 
English and Urdu. 
Words form by adding prefixes having a distinct meaning of its own have 
two primary stresses one on the prefix and the other on the main word in 
English as well as in Urdu. E.g. 'anticlimax', and /beivafa:/ (disloyal). 
In English and Urdu, suffixes normally do not affect stress patterns, e.g. 
Usual—> usually / ' ju :3u3l /—> /'ju:3U9li/ 
foolish—> foolishly / 'furlij/ > /'fu:lilli/ 
separate > separately /'sepreit/ > /'sepreitli/ 
pareshan >p3reshani /pare'Jam/ > /'pare'Jami/ 
In English and Urdu, stress falls on the suffix in words ending with suffixes. 
Eg. 
Millionaire /milja'nea/ 
Maintain / man'tem / 
Questionnaire /kwestja'nea 
4.5.2 Dissimilarities : 
The accentual pattern of English words is fixed , in the sense that the main 
accent always falls on a particular syllable of any given word, but in Urdu it 
is free, no rule is found to indicate the word stress patterns in Urdu. 
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In English, two primary stresses in one word is rare, but in Urdu it is 
very frequent. 
In English, there are some working rules for marking the primary 
stress on a syllable in a word, e.g. primary stress is to fall on antepenultimate 
syllable in polysyllabic word ending in 'ate'. But in Urtdu there is no such 
rule. 
There are a number of words, in English, of two syllables in which 
the stress pattern depends on whether the word is used as a noun, adjective 
or a verb. When the word is pronounced as noun or an adjective, the stress 
falls on the first syllable and when the word is used as a very, the stress 
falls on the second syllable. But this functional shift of stress is not possible 
in Urdu. 
In English, polysyllabic words, there is one primary stress and one 
or more secondary stresses. But in Urdu, most of the polysyllabic words 
carries two primary stresses and one secondary stress. 
Stress is fixed in English because there are some working rules of 
stress. But in Urdu the stress generally falls on the syllable which gives a 
core meaning. 
12: 
In English compound words, stress generally falls on the first element 
of a compound word, e.g. 
'figurehead /'figahed / 
'fire-place /'faiapleis / 
but in Urdu the stress falls on both the elements of the word eg. 
'richshaw-'wala /'rikk:'wa:la:/ Rickshaw puller 
'hukumat-e-'hind / 'hukumute'hmd / Govt, of India 
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CHAPTER - V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR 
IMPROVEMENTS 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
5.1 Remedial Measures 
The following preventive and remedial measures could be suggested to 
improve the syllable division and word stress patterns of Urdu speaking learners of 
English and English speaking learners of Urdu: 
1. Phonemic transcription of words should be written for dividing the words 
into syllables. 
2. Spelling pronunciation should be avoided and the correct pronunciation of 
words and syllable division of isolated words should be learnt through a 
standard pronouncing dictionary. 
3. The correct distribution of vowels / a / and I ^ I should be maintained while 
dividing syllable structures. Vowel / a / should never be replaced by 
vowel / A /. 
4. Omission or addition of vowel hi should be carefully avoided in the division 
of syllables. 
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5. In English word 'the' vowel / 9 / should be pronounced before a consonant 
sound and vowel / i / before a vowel. This distinction should be carefully 
maintained. 
6. Correct word stress patterns in simple words, complex words, words 
involving functional stress shift and compound words should be learnt and 
practiced. 
7. Word stress patterns in disyllabic, tri-syllabic and polysyllabic words should 
be learnt and practiced according to the following tress positions. 
(i) Stress on the first syllable. 
(ii) Stress on the second syllable 
(iii) Stress on the third syllable 
(iv) Stress on prefixes and roots 
(v) Stress on suffixes 
(vi) Stress on suffixes and roots 
(vii) Stress on the first element in compound words 
(viii) Stress on the second element in compound words, etc. 
8. Unstressed syllable should be pronounced weakly and rapidly between 
two stressed syllables. 
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9. Semi vowel /w/ should never be replaced by voiced labio dental 
frictional /v/, especially in Urdu. 
10. English words should be pronounced with the correct stress patterns as 
used in normal English (see chapter III). 
11. Some initial clusters like /sp-/, /st-/, /sk-/, and /sm-/ should be 
pronounced correctly. Insertion of an extra short vowel /1 / before these 
consonant clusters should be carefully avoided by the Urdu speakers. 
12. Syllabic consonants /m/, /n/, /I/ should be learnt and practiced and 
should be pronounced carefully without adding an extra vowel (See 
chapter III). 
13. Dental plosive / th / and / d / should be used carefully for English dental 
fricatives /0/ and / 6 /. 
14. Post -alveolar /1 / and / d / can be used for English alveolar I \J I and /d/. 
15. Vowel /e:/ and /o:/ should be sufficient long when used for normal 
English /ei / and / au / in Urdu. 
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5.2 Exercises for Syllable Structures in English 
5.2.1 The following are a few word lists with syllable division. The 
students should be introduced to these structures by the teachers and they 
should practise these structures under the guidance of the teacher. 
WORD TRNASCRIP WORD TANSCRIP-
TION TION 
V = eye /a i / on / su / 
I / a i / or b: I 
Ah / a / air I Qd I 
are / a: / ear / lo / 
a /ei / oh / ou / 
CV = tea 
me 
thy 
high 
hay 
say 
to 
go 
/ t i : / 
/ m i : / 
/ dai: / 
/hai:/ 
/ h e i / 
/ s e i / 
/ t u : / 
/gau/ 
for 
he 
car 
day 
do 
door 
too 
who 
/ f o / 
/hi:/ 
/ ka: / 
/del / 
/ d u : / 
/do: / 
/ t u : / 
/hu:/ 
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CCV = sky /skai/ fly / flai / 
Fry /frai/ Try /trai/ 
Sly /slai/ flay /flei/ 
tray /trei/ plea /pli:/ 
play /plei/ glee /gli:/ 
CCCV= straw /stro/ spray /sprei/ 
stray /strei/ strew /stru:/ 
VC = 
VCC = 
it 
at 
in 
of 
all 
ease 
up 
eat 
ink 
ilk 
able 
Ant 
art 
/ I t / 
/aet/ 
/m/ 
/of/ 
/D:1 / 
/ i:z/ 
/Ap/ 
/i:t/ 
/Ink/ 
/Ilk/ 
/erbl/ 
/aent/ 
/a:t/ 
is 
on 
oil 
If/ 
ass 
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us 
Inn 
inch 
Arts 
old 
act 
else 
/iz/ 
/on/ 
/ o i l / 
/ i f / 
1 cBzl 
l\\l 
/ A S / 
/In/ 
/ Infe / 
/a:ts/ 
/suld/ 
/ffikt/ 
/elz/ 
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Aunt 
End 
earth 
/a:nt/ 
/end/ 
/3:r0/ 
and 
earns 
aids 
/and/ 
/3:nz/ 
/ eidz/ 
VCCC= acts /aekts/ asks /a:sks/ 
cvc = put 
cut 
fit 
feed 
food 
peak 
pot 
shoot 
/put/ 
/kAt/ 
/fit/ 
/fi:d/ 
/fu:d/ 
/pi:k/ 
/pot/ 
/Ju:t/ 
man 
CVCC = tucked 
hushed 
bulb 
bulk 
/maen/ 
/tAkt/ 
/hAJt/ 
/tAlb/ 
/bAlk/ 
hut 
hat 
boys 
phone 
heat 
ring 
seat 
gas 
make 
pulled 
pushed 
laughed 
/milk/ 
/ hAt/ 
/hast/ 
/ boiz/ 
/ faun/ 
/hi:t/ 
/rir)/ 
/si:t/ 
/gaes/ 
/meik/ 
/puld/ 
/pujt/ 
/la:ft/ 
/milk/ 
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sulk /SAlk/ locked /iDkt 
silk /silk/ /milk/ /milk/ 
called /ka:ld/ loved /lAvd/ 
CVCCC = facts / faekts / text /tekst/ 
casts /ka:sts Next / nekst/ 
masks /ma:sks/ battles /bastls/ 
CVCCCC= texts /teksts/ sixth /siksGs/ 
prompts /prompts/ 
CCVC = tries 
flies 
please 
/traiz/ 
/flaiz/ 
/pli:z/ 
dimples 
grass 
proof 
small 
/dmipls/ 
/gra:s/ 
/pru:f/ 
/ smol/ 
smell /smel/ spot /spot/ 
spool /spu:l/ stock /stDk/ 
store /staur/ tried /traid/ 
CCCVC = straight / streit/ 
stoke 
string 
strait 
strut 
/ stauk/ 
/strir)/ 
/ streit/ 
/strAt/ 
sprays 
strong 
sprite 
struck 
strum 
/ spreiz/ 
/stror)/ 
/ sprait/ 
/strAk/ 
/strAm/ 
5.2.2 The following word list indicates the disyllabic structures. 
V-CV 
The teacher should teach the students these structures and should 
give similar exercises for further practice. 
airy / 'eg-ri / abbey 
eerie 
over 
utter 
/ 'i9-ri / 
/ '3U-V3(r)/ 
/ 'A-t3 / 
ally 
offer 
/ae-bi:/ 
/ffi-li:/ 
expire /iks-pai3(r)/ 
/ 'D-fa/ 
outer /au-t9/ order /3:-do(r)/ 
VC-CV alter 
after 
Easter 
under 
actor 
/'Dl-t3/ 
/ 'a:f-t3/ 
/ 'i:s-t3/ 
/'An-da/ 
/ 'aek-t9/ 
amber 
allow 
elder 
inter 
older 
/ ffim-bo/ 
/a-lau/ 
/ el-d3(r)/ 
/'in-t3/ 
/'3Ul-d3/ 
VCC-CV 
v-cvc 
ulster 
intra 
angry 
uppers 
utters 
/'Als-t9/ 
/ 'int-ra/ 
/ 'aeQg-ri / 
/ 'A-paz / 
/ 'A-taz / 
ultra 
infra 
untrue 
allot' 
/ 'A l t - ra / 
/'inf-ro/ 
/ 'An-tru: / 
/ 9-lDt/ 
allowed / 9-laud / 
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others / 'A-asz / emote /i-maut/ 
udders / 'A-d3Z / elope /'i-laup/ 
attires / 3-'tai377 assert /3-'s3:t/ 
VC-CVC insert / ' In -S3: t / income /in-kAm/ 
enters 
inborn 
/ 'en-toz / 
/ 'in-b3:n/ 
optic /'op-tik/ 
exam /ig-zaem/ 
VC-CCVC - include /in-klu:d/ 
engine 
inform 
insane 
album 
inflate 
/m-dsm/ 
/ in-foim / 
/in-sein/ 
/ 'sel-bam / 
/ m-flect / 
ashtrays / '^Ptrez/ enclose /en-klauz/ 
improve /im-'pru:v/ 
intrude /in-'tru:d / 
intrigue /m-'tri:g/ 
engrave / en-greiv / 
implore / im-pb:(r)/ 
emblem / 'em-blem / 
CV-CV mono 
penny 
many 
daddy 
hello 
/ 'mo-nau / 
/ 'pe-ni:/ 
/ 'me-ni:/ 
/ 'dae-di: / 
/ 'he-lau/ 
rainy 
teddy 
rally 
coma 
polo 
/ rei-ni / 
/tedi:/ 
/ras-li:/ 
/kau-ma/ 
/ 'pau-lau/ 
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-CV = silky 
milky 
whisky 
mister 
sister 
/ 'sil-ki: / 
/ 'mil-ki: / 
/ 'wis-ki:/ 
/ 'mis-ta/ 
/ 'SIS-t9/ 
risky 
tasty 
salty 
color 
teller 
/'ris-ki:/ 
/'teis-li:/ 
/'sDl-li:/ 
/'k3-l3(r)/ 
/'te-l9(r)/ 
Hitler / hit-la/ 
CVC-CCV subdue / 'sAb-dju:/ 
pimply / 'pim-pli / 
simply /'sim-pli / 
sunflower /'sAn-fla:u3 / 
CV-CVC women / 'wu-man / human /'hju:-m3n / 
manage / 'mffi-nid3 / cabbage /'kae-bids/ 
carriage /'kae-rlds/ rubbish /'rA-bij/ 
marriage / 'mae-rids / dilute /'dai-lu:t/ 
minute / 'mi-nit/ peanut /'pi:-nAt/ 
cvc-cvc members 
timbers 
captured 
filters 
masters 
/ 'mem-baz / 
/ timbaz / 
/ 'kffip-tjad / 
/fll-tez/ 
/ 'ma:s-t3z/ 
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renders 
falters 
hostess 
basket 
/ ren-daz/ 
/'fo:I-t9z/ 
/ 'haus-tes / 
/ 'ba:s-kit / 
CVCC-CVC Capstan 
capsule 
symptom 
/ 'kaeps-tsn / 
/ '-kffips-ju:l/ 
/ 'simp-tsm/ 
CVCC-CCVC= sunscreen 
subscribe 
/ 'sAns-kri:n / 
/'sAbs-kraib / 
CCV-CVCC = 
ccvc-cvcc= 
stockings 
stipend 
trident 
frightened 
prudent 
transits 
transact 
pregnant 
/stD-kir)z/ 
/ 'star-pend / 
/ 'trai-dant / 
/ 'frai-tend / 
/ pru:-dnt / 
/ 'tra:n-zits / 
/ 'traen-zaekt / 
/ 'preg-nsnt / 
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cross-legged 
fragrance 
fragment 
/kfDis-'legd/ 
/ 'freig-rans/ 
/ 'fraeg-mant / 
CCVCC-CVCC= transforms 
friendships 
frostbites 
brownstones 
transmission 
/ 'trans-fo:mz/ 
/ Trend-lips/ 
/'frost-baitz/ 
/ 'braun-staunz/ 
/trans-'mi Jn/ 
CCCV-CVC = stretches 
stratum 
splinters 
squalid 
/ 'stre-tjiz / 
/ 'strae-tam/ 
/ 'spli-t3z/ 
/ 'skwD-lid / 
cvcvccc = sufficient 
collects 
selects 
suggests 
surrounds 
/s3-'fijnt/ 
/ ka-Mekts / 
/ si-'lekts / 
/ sA-'dsests/ 
/ s3-'raundz / 
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defects /di-'fekts/ 
rejects / ri-'dsekts / 
CV-CVCCCC = corruptions / ka-'rApjnz / 
corrections / ka-'rekjnz / 
5.2.3 The following words list indicates the polysyllabic structures. The 
teachers should teach these structures to his/her students and should 
give similar exercises for drills. 
V-CV-CVC = episode /'e-pi-ssud/ 
epitaph / 'e-pi-ta:f / 
epithet / 'e-pi- Get / 
imitate / 'i-mi-teit / 
isolate / 'ai-sa-leit / 
irritate /'i-ri-teit/ 
CV-CV-CV = banana /ba-'nar-na/ 
usually / ju:-'3U3-li / 
casually / 'kffi-3U9-li / 
family / 'fae-ma-li / 
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remedy 
comedy 
/ 're-me-di / 
/ ko-ms-di / 
CV-CV-CVC= develop 
passionate 
managers 
fascinate 
fellowship 
feminine 
/ di-'ve-lap / 
/ 'pae-ja-nat / 
/ mae-ni-d33z / 
/'fae-si-neit/ 
/ 'fe-bu-Jip / 
/ 'fe-ma-nm / 
V-CV-CV-CV= economy 
ecology 
imagery 
ability 
operator 
academy 
/ i-'ko-na-mi / 
/ i-'kD-l9-d3i / 
/ i-'mi-d33-ri / 
/a-'bi-la-ti/ 
/ 'o:-p9-rei-t3 / 
/ a-kae-da-mi / 
CV-CV-CCV-CVC 
V-CVC-CCV-CV-CV 
CCV-CV-CV-CV 
photographic 
electricity 
neurology 
/ fau-ta-'grae-fik / 
/ i-lek-'tri-si-ti / 
/nJ3U-'r3:-la-d3i / 
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CVC-CV-CVC-CV-CV = 
cvc-cv-ccv-cv-cvc = 
CVC-CV-CVC-CV 
CVC-CV-CV-CVC 
lexicographer 
longitudinal 
luxuriously 
tantalizing 
/ lek-si-'ko-.-gra-fa / 
/ b:r)-gi-'tju:-di-n3i / 
/lAg-'3U3-ri-9s-li: / 
/ 'tas-ta-iai-zir) / 
5.2.4 Syllabic Consonants 
CVCV = sudden 
mutton 
cattle 
settle 
rhythm 
cotton 
/ 'sAdn / 
/ 'mAtn / 
/ 'kaetl / 
/ 'setl / 
/ 'riam / 
/ 'kotn / 
5..2.5 Compound Words 
CCVC-CVC-CV = 
ccvc-cvc 
CV-CVC-CCVCC = 
CV-CVC-CVC 
CV-CVC-CV 
CV-CV-CVC 
'schoolmaster 
'snowfall 
'washing-stand 
'dining-room 
'door-handle 
'figurehead 
/ 'sku:l-ma:s-t3/ 
/ 'sn9U-fo:l/ 
/ WD-jir)-staend/ 
/dai-nii]-ru:m/ 
/ 'do:-haen-dl / 
/ 'fi-g3-hed/ 
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cvv-ccvc 
ccvv-cvc 
cvcc-cv-cvc 
CV-CVC-CVC 
'fire-place 
'flowerpot 
'painstaking 
'sitting-room 
/'fai9-pleis/ 
/'flaua-pot/ 
/ 'peinz-tei-icii] / 
/ 'si-tir)-ru:m/ 
5.2.6 Consonant Clusters 
The cluster of consonants beginning with /s/ sound either in 
Urdu or in English present a real difficult situation. Hence, Urdu-
speaking learners of English find it difficult to pronounce initial 
clusters of /sp-/, /st-/, /sk-/, and /sm-/. For examples: Station / 
steljn / is usually pronounced as / istneljn, special / speljl/ is quite 
often pronounced as /Ispejl/. A few word are given below for drilling 
these clusters: 
Spring 
Sport 
Stop 
Strong 
Straight 
School 
/sprir) / 
/sp3:t/ 
/ stop / 
/ stror) / 
/ streit / 
/ sku:l/ 
instead of 
instead of 
instead of 
instead of 
instead of 
instead of 
/isprir) / 
/ isp3:t/ 
/ istop / 
/ istror) / 
/ istreit / 
/ isku:l / 
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5.3. Exercises for Syllable Structures in Urdu 
5.3.1 The following are a few word lists with syllable division in Urdu. 
The students should be introduced to these Urdu syllable structures 
by the teachers and then they should learn and practise these 
structures. The teacher should design similar exercises for his 
students for further practice. 
Syllable Structure 
V 
Transcription 
/ a : / 
Meaning 
come 
VC 
CV 
It: I 
I a:d3 / 
/a :g/ 
/Ab/ 
/e:k/ 
/9o:r/ 
/ a : s / 
/ i s / 
/ d o : / 
/ t u : / 
/bu:/ 
/mei / 
O! 
today 
fire 
now 
one 
and 
hope 
this 
two 
you, thou 
smell 
in 
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/sa: / like 
/ se: / from 
/bhi:/ also 
/ ka: / of 
CVC = / r a : t / night 
/gul/ flower 
/SAr / head 
/ ha:th / hand 
/ na:m / name 
/ dil / heart 
/ dm / day 
5.3.2 The following word list indicates the disyllabic structures. The 
teacher should teach these structures to the students and should 
give similar exercises for drills. 
V-V = /a:o:/ come 
V-CV / 'a:dha / 
/ 'a:-la/ 
/ 'a:-ri: / 
/ i- 'si : / 
half 
instrument 
saw-blade 
this 
/ u-'se / him 
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CV-V = /'na:-i:/ barber (dialectal) 
/ 'kha:-o: / food 
/ 'd3a:-o: / go 
/ 'na:-o: / boat 
CV-CV = / S3 -'da: / always 
/ ka-'ha: / said 
/ sAda: / voice 
CVC-CV 
CVC-CVC 
VC-CVC 
/ 'sAr-di: / 
/ 'vAr-di: / 
/ 'pAr-da: / 
/ 'sAb-zi: / 
/mAz-'du:r/ 
/ mA5-'ru:r/ 
/ tAr-'bu:z / 
/ 'peh-tja:n / 
/ Af-'va:h / 
/ Ax-'ba:r/ 
/Al-'ta:f/ 
winter 
uniform 
curtain 
vegetable 
labourer 
proud 
watermelon 
familiarity 
rumour 
newspaper 
Urdu name 
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v-cvc /'3o:-rAt/ 
/ '3o:-za:r/ 
/ '9o:-ra:q / 
woman 
tools 
pages 
VC-CV / 'it-na: / 
/ 'us-ka: / 
/ 'us-ki: / 
this much 
his 
her 
CVC-CCV / 'mAn-tri: / 
/ 'sAn-tri: / 
/ 'sAn-tra: / 
mmister 
watchman 
orange 
CV-CVCC / 'de-rAxt / 
/ 'pa-lAqg / 
/ 'ta-rAgg / 
tree 
cot 
music 
CV-VC / 'su-Ar/ pig 
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5.3.3 The following word list indicates the polysyllabic structures. The 
teacher should teach these structures to his/her students and should 
give similar exercises for drills. 
CVC-CVC-CCV = / jar-'min-dgi / 
CVC-CVC-CV 
CV-CV-CV 
CV-CV-CV 
CV-CVC-CVC 
cv-cvc-cv 
cvc-cv-cvc 
cvc-cv-cv 
cv-cv-v 
V-CVC-CV 
V-CVC-CVCC 
V-CV-CV 
V-CV-CV-CVC 
vc-cv-cv-v 
CVC-CV-CV-V 
CV-CV-CV-CVC 
CV-CVC-CV-CV 
/ jar-'min-da / 
/ s3-'la:-mi: / 
/ 'be:-v9-qu:f / 
/gu-'na:h-ga:r/ 
/ p3-'tAr)-ga:/ 
/ 'xu:b-su:rAt / 
/ 'd3hAg-ya:-lu: / 
/d3U-da:-i:/ 
/ 3-'da:l-ti: / 
/ e-'qel-mAnd / 
/ i-ra:-da: / 
/ i-'ra-.-da-tAn / 
/ id3-ti-'ma:-i / 
shame 
ashamed 
salute 
fool 
smner 
insect 
beautiful 
quarrelsome 
separation 
of court 
wise 
intention 
intentionally 
collective 
/ du:l-'ha:-bha:-i: / bride groom 
/ 'ba:-ra-v9 -fa:t / name of the birthday of 
Prophet Mohammad 
/ s3-mAd3h-'da-ri: / wisdom 
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CVC-CV-CV-CV = /sur-me:-da:ni:/ Container for black 
Powder(used for eyes) 
CVC-CVC-CV-CV = / mAt{-tlhAr-da:-ni: / mosquito net 
CVC-CVC-VC-CV - /t3j^'ri:f-a:v-ri:/ arrival 
V-CVC-CV-CV-CVC = /'A-mAl-d-ra:-mAd / applied 
CV-CV-CVC-CV-CV = /mu-'ba:-rAk-ba:-di: / congratulating 
CVC-CV-CV-CV = / 'dun-ja:-da:-ri: / social relationship 
CV-CV-CV-CV-CV = / mu-'sa:-vi-ia:-na / equitable/ 
reasonable 
CV-CVC-CV-CV-CV = /'me-her-ba:-mi-ja / kindness 
CVC-CV-CVC-CV-CV = /f3r-'ma:-b9r-da:-ri: ' obedience 
CV-CV-CV-CV-CV - /p9-'ri:-Ja:-ni-ja/ difficulties 
V-CV-CVC-CVC-CV = /'a:-va:-r3h-g3r-di:/ roaming about idle 
CV-CV-CVC-CV-CV = / dA-'ja:nAt-da:-ri: / honesty 
CV-CV-CVC-CV-CV = /'be-3t-kAl-i-fi: / informality/frankness 
CV-CV-CVC-CV-CV = / mu-'sa:-fir-xa:-na: / rest house 
CV-CVC-CV-CV-CV = /'ha:-zir-d33-va:-bi: / quick response 
5.3.4 Compound Words 
CVC-CV-CV-CV = /rik-'Ia:-wa:-la:/ rickshaw puller 
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CV-CV-CV-CV-CVCC = hu-'ku:mA-te-hind / Govt, of India 
CV-CVC-V-V-CVC / v9-'zi:r-e:- a:-zAm / Prime-minister 
CV-CVC-V-V-CVC / 'sa:-h3b-e:-a:-lAm / King 
CV-CVC-CVC-CV-CV = / mu-'qAd-d3r-va:-la: / lucky 
CV-CV-CVC / 'da:-da:-d3a:n / grandfather 
CVC-CVC-CV-CV / 'hIm-mAt-va:-la : / brave man 
CV-CVC-CV-CV / 'du-ka:n-va:-la: / shopkeeper 
CV-CVC-V-CVCC / sAd-re:-hind / President of India 
CV-CVC-CV-CV-CV = / 'ba:-v3r-tli-'xa:-na:/ kitchen 
5.4 Exercise for Word Stress Patterns in Englisli 
The following exercise in isolated words would help the Urdu speakers in 
learning the stress patterns. The teacher should design similar exercises and also 
suggest a good pronouncing dictionary to the students for practicing and learning 
the word stress patters. 
5.4.1 Stress on the First Syllable 
'future 
'famous 
'able 
'action 
/ 'fju-.tfo / 
/ 'feimas/ 
/ 'eibl/ 
/'aekjn / 
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'problem 
'easy 
'actual 
'company 
'sample 
absence 
absolute 
accent 
accident 
banjo 
bankrupt 
barrister 
baseball 
basic 
/ 'problam / 
/ ' i :z i / 
/ 'aBktjual / 
/ 'kAmpani / 
/ 'sa:mpl / 
/ 'aebsans / 
/ 'aebs3lu:t / 
/ 'aeksent / 
/ 'aeksidant / 
/ 'baend33u/ 
/ 'baenkrApt / 
/ 'bffirista / 
/ 'beisbo-.l / 
/ 'beisik / 
5.4.2 Stress on the Second Syllable 
be'cause /bi'kDz/ 
agree 
be'lieve 
ac'cept 
/ 3'gri: / 
/brii:v/ 
/ sk'sept / 
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a'bout 
fulfil 
frustrate 
banana 
bamboo 
effect 
election 
gigantic 
giraffe 
extreme 
financial 
extract 
erupt 
escape 
believe 
/ 3'baut / 
/ fulTiI / 
/ frAs'trit / 
/ ba 'na:n3 / 
/ baem'bu: / 
/ I'fekt / 
/ riekjn / 
/ d3ai'gaentik / 
/d33'ra:f/ 
/ iks'tri:m / 
/ fai'naenjl / 
/ iks'taekt / 
/ I'rApt / 
/ is'keip / 
/bi'li:v/ 
5.4.3 Stress on the Third Syllable 
under'stand 
disap'point 
recom'mend 
/ Ands'staend / 
/disapoint/ 
/ reka'mend / 
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enter'tain 
disappear 
documentary 
economics 
electronic 
engineer 
fundamental 
productivity 
probability 
preparation 
guarantee 
Sagittarius 
sanctimonious 
sanitation 
recollect 
re-examine 
referee 
5.4,4 Stress on Prefixes and Root Words 
/ ents'tem / 
/ dis3'p[9 / 
/ dakju:'mentri / 
/ iiko'namiks / 
/ ilek'tronik / 
/ endsi'nia / 
/ fAnda'menti / 
/ prodAk'tivati / 
/ proba'bibti / 
/prepa'reijn / 
/ gaeran'ti: / 
/ saedsi'tearias / 
/ saeqkti'maunios / 
/sffini'teijn / 
/ reka'lekt / 
/ ri: ig'zffimm / 
/refa'ri: / 
'ex'president 
'anti'climax 
/ 'eks'prezidant / 
/ 'aenti'klaimaks / 
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'arch'bishop 
'dis'connect 
'gentle'men 
'in'experienced 
'il'logical 
'im'perishable 
'ir'eligious 
'inter'mingle 
'malfor'mation 
'mis'quote 
'non'payment 
'adver'tisment 
'sub'dine 
'ultra'fashionable 
'under'estimate 
'vice'chancellor 
•halffinished 
5.4.5 Stress on Sufflxes 
millio'naire 
mian'tain 
/•a:tl'bijp/ 
/ diskanekt / 
/ 'dacntl'men / 
/ 'in'ikspisrianst / 
/ I'ldaikl / 
/•Im'parijgbl/ 
/Yrilidjas/ 
/'inta'miqgl / 
/'mffilfo:'meiln/ 
/ 'mis'kwaut / 
/ 'nDn'peimant / 
/ 'aedva'tizmant / 
/ 'sAb'dain / 
/ 'Altra'fagjnabl / 
/ 'Andar'estimeit / 
/ 'vais'tja:ns3l3 / 
/ha:ffinijt/ 
/'miljs'nea / 
/ mein'tein / 
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question'naire 
volunt'teer 
marke'teer 
career 
mountai'neer 
experi'mental 
exis'tential 
provi'dential 
acci'dental 
presi'dential 
depart'mental 
Bur'mese 
Chi'nese 
Assa'mese 
Japa'nese 
coa'lesce 
effer'vescence 
conva'lesce 
ado'lescence 
acqui'esce 
/kwestja'nea / 
/volsn'tis / 
/ma:ki'ti3 / 
/ka'ria/ 
/maunta'nis/ 
/iksperi'mental 
/egzis'tenjsl/ 
/prDvi'dentJl/ 
/aeksi'dentl/ 
/prezi'denjl/ 
/dipa:t'mentl/ 
/ba'miiz/ 
/tjai'niiz 
/aesa:'mi:z/ 
/dsaep'niiz/ 
/kaua'les/ 
/efa'vesns/ 
/ konvs'les/ 
/aed9'lsens/ 
/ aekwi'es/ 
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ado'lescent 
conva'lescent 
effervescent 
picture'resque 
phy'sique 
gro'tesque 
u'nique 
bur'lesque 
cri'tique 
technique 
neu'ritis 
arth'ritis 
bron'chitis 
laryn'gitis 
pay'ee 
eti'quette 
addres'see 
ciga'rette 
employ'ee 
ga'zette 
/aeda'lesent/ 
/ konvs'lesent/ 
/ efs'vesent/ 
/piktjs'resk/ 
/fi'zi:k/ 
/grau'tesk/ 
/ju'niik/ 
/b3:'lesk/ 
kri'ti:k/ 
/tek'ni:k/ 
/nju'raitis/ 
/a:0'ritis/ 
brorj'kaitis/ 
/laerin'd3aitis/ 
/pei'i:/ 
/eti'ket/ 
/aedre'si:/ 
/ siga'ret / 
/im'pbi/ 
/ ga'zet/ 
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absent'ee /aebsan'ti:/ 
silhou'ette /silu'et/ 
5.4.6 Stress on the First Element in Compound Words 
'bystander 
'Buckinghamshire 
'daybreak 
'midnight 
'schoolmaster 
'snowfall 
'washing-stand 
'dinning-room 
'door-handle 
'figurehead 
'fire-place 
'flowerpot 
'painstaking 
'sitting-room 
'tea-party 
'waterproof 
'flute-player 
/'baistaends/ 
/'bAkiQgamjia/ 
/'deibreik/ 
/'midnait 
/'sku:lma:st3/ 
/'snaufoil / 
/'wolin-stffind/ 
/'dainir)-ru:m/ 
/•do:haendl/ 
/•figahed/ 
/'faieapleis/ 
/'flauapot/ 
/'pemzteikif)/ 
/'sitir]-ru:m/ 
/'ti:-pa:ti/ 
/'w3:t9pru:f/ 
/'flu:tplei3/ 
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'grasshopper 
'hairbrush 
'housekeeper 
'jellyfish 
'pickpocket 
/'grais-hopa/ 
/'hea-brAj/ 
/'hauski:p3/ 
/•dseli-fii' 
/'pik-pokit/ 
5.4.7 Stress on the Second Element in Compound Words 
'good'looking 
'old'fashioned 
'bad'tempered 
'absent'minded 
'first'class 
'second'hand 
'bear'headed 
'home'made 
'well'bread 
'there'abouts 
'there'by 
'there'in 
'there'upon 
/• gud'lukin/ 
/•auld'faBjnd / 
/'baed'tempad / 
/'aebsant'maindid / 
/'f3:st'kla:s/ 
/'sekand'haend / 
/'bes'hedid / 
/'haum'meid / 
/•wel'bred/ 
/'deara'bauts/ 
/'dear'bai / 
/'dea'rin / 
/'dear-a'pon / 
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'where'upon 
'hence'forth 
'hence'forward 
'thence'forth 
'thence'forward 
'else'where 
'in'side 
'out'side 
'along'side 
'sea'side 
'in'doors 
'out'doors 
'up'tum 
'mean'time 
'mean'while 
'passer-'by 
'point'blank 
/'weara'pon / 
/•hens'fo:0 / 
/'hens'fo:v9d / 
/•6enes'f3:0/ 
/'6ens'fo:w3d/ 
/'els'wea / 
/'in'said / 
/'aut'said / 
/'alon'said / 
/•si:'said/ 
/'in'do:z / 
/'aut'do:z / 
/•Ap't3:n/ 
/'mi:n'taim / 
/'mi:n'wail / 
/'pa:s9'bai / 
/'p3int'blaer)k / 
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5.4.8 Stress Shift in English 
'photograph /'fautagraif/ 
pho'tography /fa'tografi/ 
photo'graphic /faut'graefik/ 
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CHAPTER - VI 
CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER-VI 
C O N C L U S I O N 
The present thesis has been divided into six chapters the first 
chapter entitled 'Introduction' gives a brief survey of ELT in the present 
scenario, contrasted with its traditional ideas, it focuses on the problems 
encountered by teachers of English at AMU. It also emphasizes the need 
for modifying syllabus contents and methodological strategies. The 
second chapter deals with the structure and forming of syllable in English 
and Urdu. An exhaustive structural patterns of English and Urdu has been 
given. It has been suggested that knowledge of consonants cluster can be 
of great help to teachers. This is an area where Urdu speakers generally 
have difficulty in pronunciation. A diagnostic study can be made after the 
exhaustive list and structures, which generally poses threat to the learners. 
The third chapter highlights word stress patterns in both the 
languages. Stress plays a crucial role in English pronunciation so far as it 
changes the form and meaning of a word. E.g. desert—> de'sert whereas 
in Urdu it is not as such. Chapter four draws a comparison and contrast of 
the syllable structures and word stress patterns in English and Urdu. 
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Chapter five contains suggestions for improvement to the Urdu 
speaking learner of English and English speaking learners of Urdu. 
We ended our discussion in the last chapter with a reference to the 
problem of acceptability or intelligibility at the national and international 
level with regard to the spoken English of the Urdu-speaking learners of 
the English language. A detailed study of this aspect has been carried out 
by Asif Shuja in her Urdu-English Phonetics and Phonology. The question 
of intelligibility entails such issues as fluency and correctness. We can 
hazard a general assertion that correctness belongs more to the domain of 
the teaching of English grammar than to English phonology. But grammar 
and phonology, like other components of the language, can only artificially 
be separated for the convenience of discussion. For example, stress 
belongs to both the domains in English (e.g. absent, 'aebsmt, <-^  sb'sent = 
adj, verb). In the same way even pitch variations and choice of tunes are 
connected with meaning which are of concern to both the domains, i.e. 
grammar and phonology. In fact, we have postulated that the various 
elements of the English language (phonology, morphology, syntax and 
meaning) should be considered as constituting an integrated verbal system 
for communication. A teacher of English should keep this principle in 
mind while selecting his teaching methodology for a specific group of 
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students. However, to give equal importance to instruction and practice in 
ail the components of the language will be wasteful and may create 
confusion. The teacher has to select his priority for a particular teaching 
period when a relatively greater emphasis would be given to the teaching 
of a particular component. A skillful and trained teacher can, no doubt, 
handle an integrative teaching methodology which will ward off the 
monotony which, after sometime, creeps into a largely drill-dominated 
instructional period. It also gives an impetus to the motivational factors 
among the learners. 
Whatever the methodology, the teacher should constantly keep in 
view the importance of stress in English. If he/she has considerably 
reduced the stressing errors normally made by the Urdu speakers half of 
the battle with regard to the teaching of the other supra segmental feature 
will be won automatically. The teaching of the syllable structure will be 
useful only to make the students aware of the cluster formation of 
consonants, elision of sounds and articulation of the right vowels. It also 
helps in the separation of syllables in a word either for the sake of breaking 
a word or for practising the division of a word into morphs and 
allomorphs. 
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In the present study we have relied for the substantiation of our 
observations mostly through examples taken from the actual utterances of 
the students. We have tried to induct the principles of socio-linguistics and 
have referred to the concept of the linguistic element related to the 
principle of'power and solidarity' and 'context of situation'. It is needless 
to emphasize the validity of the fact that language is product of culture. 
We can say that one has learnt a foreign language only when he has been 
acculturated in the target language. In other words, the learner has to 
imbibe in his speech-habits the cultural nuances of the foreign language 
before he can claim to have learnt the language. For this a 'Chimeran' 
suggestion has been put forward by highbrow pedagogical experts and 
theorists. This has led to the unsuccessful polarization of methodological 
theory of the learners 'immersion', in the environment of the foreign 
* 
language so that acquisition of the spoken skills of the language is 
unconscious and automatic. Since this concept is not workable at all in the 
Indian contexts we have called it Chimeran or impractical. The experience 
of students' competence after twelve years of their schooling in an 
environment of 'immersion' in the foreign language environment is not 
very encouraging in the context of the Indian family and social life. The 
learner, returning home from the exclusively immersion environment in 
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the foreign language situation, reverts to the use of his mother tongue, in 
certain neo-rich and so-called high society the use of the foreign language 
in homes is very often ridiculed as artificial and conceited. 
The above statement should not be misconstrued as an aspersion on 
any class of people in India. What we want to bring home is that as we 
teach the right articulation of consonants and vowels of the English 
language without reference to the cultural context, we cannot do the same 
with the teaching of rhythm and intonation, which have heavily built-in 
cultural implications. The least the teacher can do is not to enter into the 
subtle niceties of the problem of intonation in English, but to teach the 
learners the basic tones. This is because without acquiring the skill of 
using the basic tones — rise, fall, rise-fall, fall-rise, he will be 
misunderstood in his interactional contact not only with the native speakers 
but also with those in his own country. This is why we have concentrated, 
in our study, on only the basic tones in English as well as those tunes in 
Urdu, which will make the verbal interaction inoffensive. As we have 
mentioned in the preceding chapter, the study has a pedagogical angle and 
is proposed to be of utilitarian value. Hence, the discussion of the 
theoretical aspects has been kept at the minimum level. 
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A contrastive study of the syllable structure and word stress/accent 
patterns in English and Urdu has been attempted. This would reveal the 
differences and deviations between the two languages. It has been found 
that Urdu speakers faulter and fumble when they come to learn the 
syllable structures and word stress patterns in English. As a result, they 
speak with faulty division of syllables and wrong stresses by which the 
meaning becomes ambiguous and unclear for the listener. Similarly, 
English speakers find it difficuh to speak Urdu with proper accent. A 
systematic study of syllable structure and word stress patterns in Urdu has 
been attempted. 
APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name of the speaker 
Profession 
Educational qualification_ 
Place of Residence 
Age 
Educational background of the parents 
i. Father 
Mother 
Profession of the patents 
i. Father 
ii. Mother 
Medium of instruction at the School/College/University 
attended 
Name of the institution in which working/studying at 
present 
Mother tongue_ 
Other Languages known 
Duration of slay in Aligarh 
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Duration of stay in otiier place (s)_ 
Class in which English is introduced_ 
Do you speak English with friends?_ 
Do your parents speak English at home?_ 
Have you participated in English Debate(s)/Group Discussion? 
Do you watch English movies? 
(Frequently, rarely, or never)? 
Do you read English newspaper(s)/Magazines daily? 
Do you listen to the AIR, BBC, or any other News in English? 
Do you read English Novels? 
Do you watch English programmes on TV? 
(Frequently, rarely, or never) 
Hobbies 
Country/countries visited_ 
Signature 
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